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ABSTRACT 

The rate of oxidation of copper metal to copper (I) by 

copper (II) in the presence of organic ligands has been determined 

for a variety of ligands using a flow injection analysis system to 

sample the reaction. The results obtained using the FIA sampling 

method compare favorably with those obtained in earlier work when 

allyl alcohol was used as the ligand. The mechanism proposed in 

that earlier work has been has been shown to be a general mechanism 

for the oxidation of copper metal in the presence of complexing 

ligands. 

It was found that some ligands increase the rate of the 

reaction beyond the ablility of conventional FIA to sample many data 

points before the reaction reaches equilibrium. A method has been 

developed that allows for more rapid sampling of the reaction 

mixture by the FIA system, resulting in overlapping FIA peaks. 

These overlapping peaks can then be deconvolved by an iterative 

curve fitting/digital subraction technique in which each peak in the 

FIA output is fitted to a model funtion and subtracted from the 

output, thus removing its effect on the peak height of subsequent 

peaks. 

The iodination of acetyl acetone in acidic solution was also 

studied by the fast injection FIA technique. Iodine was generated 

coulometricaly in the solution containing acetyl acetone and 

xiii 



hydrochloric acid. By this method, the keto-enol equilibrium 

constant of acetylacetone was determined over a range of pH's. They 

ranged from 2.3 x 10-5 at a pH of 2.63 to 1.8 x 10-4 at a pH of 4.03. 

It was also found that the reaction was first order with respect to 

the acetyl acetone concentration. 

xiv 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the middle 1970's, Flow Injection Analysis (FIA) has 

come to be a very widely used technique in chemical analysis. The 

advantages of FIA over conventional bench top analysis are 1) high 

sample throughput, 2) high precision, 3) low sample and reagent 

consumption, and 4) ease of automation. In this chapter, I will 

discuss the origins of FIA, some theoretical aspects of FIA, and the 

application of FIA to the study of the kinetics of heterogeneous and 

homogeneous reactions. 

Developement of Flow Injection Analysis 

Increasing sample throughput, increasing precision, reducing 

sample and reagent consumption, and reducing the need for technician 

intervention have long been goals for routine analyses desired by 

almost all analytical chemists. The first attempt at such an 

accomplishment was made by Skeggs in 1957 (1) when he introduced the 

Technicon AutoAnalyzer (Figure 1.1). In this device, samples would 

be aspirated from a sample cup into a flowing stream. Reagents and 

air bubbles would then be added to the stream. The reagents formed 

a detectable species with the sample. The air bubbles served two 

purposes (2). They served to segment the reaction stream in order 

to preserve sample integrity and to minimize carryover between 

1 
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samples, and also prevented dispersion of the sample into the stream 

by the forces of laminar flow. These samples, separated by air 

bubbles, were then transported to the detector. Before the sample 

reached the detector, it was necessary to remove the air bubbles. 

The samples, now in a non-segmented stream, were then passed through 

the detector. The steady state peak height was used as a measure of 

the concentration of the sample. Sample throughput was on the order 

of 30 - 50 samples per hour with good precision. Because of the 

immediate and immense success of the Technicon AutoAnalyzer, the two 

basic assumptions upon which it was based, the need for segmentation 

and the requirement that the sample and reagent had to be thoroughly 

mixed to obtain a steady state, went unchallenged for years (3). 

In 1958, Speckman, Stein, and Moore (4) described the 

quantitative determination of amino acids using an automated 

process. In this process, the sample, in a buffer, was passed 

through an ion exchange column. As it came off of the column, the 

effluent was mixed with ninhydrin regent, passed through a boiling 

water bath, and then passed through a flow cell in a 

spectrophotometer. The signal was recorded by a strip chart 

recorder. Positive displacement pumps were to push both the sample 

and reagent streams. 

In 1962, Blaedel and Hicks (5) built a glucose analyzer 

based on the glucose oxidase - peroxidase system. It was capable of 

determining glucose concentrations in aqueous solutions at 

3 



concentrations of up to 60 ppm with a standard deviation of 1 ppm. 

Sample throughput was about 15 samples per hour. 

In what is generally accepted to be the first use of flow 

injection analysis (2,3), Nagy, Feher, and Pungor, in 1970 (6), used 

silicon based graphite electrodes for the voltammetric determination 

of samples in a flowing stream. They introduced several concepts 

that became important in FlA. The stream was unsegmented, the 

samples were injected by a hypodermic needle directly into the 

stream, and they used a peristaltic pump to propel the carrier 

stream. They also employed a mixing chamber, which is not generally 

used in FIA today, but is used in certain specialized applications. 

Two papers in 1972 introduced the concept of recirculation 

of reagents. Bergmeyer and Hagen (7) developed a method of 

determining glucose in which dissolved glucose samples were injected 

into a recirculated oxygenated phosphate buffer. The stream was then 

passed by an oxygen electrode, whose response was recorded by a 

strip chart recorder. White and Fitzgerald (8) developed a system 

for the determination of ascorbic acid in which a mixture of 

ascorbic acid and methylene blue was subjected to photobleaching in 

the flowing stream. In this method, they were able to reuse the 

methylene blue reagent. 

Gerding, Kempen, Lamers, and Gerding, in 1972 (9), 

introduced the concepts of using sample loops for sample 

introduction, the use of small bore tubing (0.3 mm i.d.), and slow 

pump speeds (lmL/hour). They found that with this combination of 
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conditions there was no need for segmentation. The system was used 

for the determination of peptide materials in column chromatographic 

effluent. 

Frantz and Hare (10) described a system for the 

determination of silica. The sample was injected into a 

continuously flowing stream in a narrow (0.2 mm i.d.) tube. Their 

system introduced the use of three-way valves as a means of 

bypassing the sample loop between injections. 

In 1974, Stewart, Beecher, and Hare published the first 
, 

reports on FIA (2,3), as abstracts of papers presented at two 

national meetings (11,12). The system used was a hybrid of several 

different systems. The sampler was based on Skeggs l work, the 

unsegmented flow system was based on the work of Spackman, Stein, 

and Moore, and the sample injection system, pump speeds, and tube 

diameters were based on Gerding et al. IS work 

In 1975, Hansen and Ruzicka published the first paper (13) 

in a ten-part series in flow injection analysis. The system used 

was similar to that of Frantz and Hare, except that a peristaltic 

pump was used rather than a pressurized chamber to propel the 

carrier stream, and samples were injected by hypodermic into the 

carrier stream. The system was used to determine the acid-base 

response of methyl orange and the concentration of phosphate 

spectrophotometrically, and the concentration of ammonia 

potentiometrically. This was the first paper to use the term "flow 



injection analysis", and showed that a very simple apparatus could 

be used to obtain accurate results rapidly. 

One of the main purposes of this paper was to question the 

long-standing belief in the need for air segmentation of the carrier 

stream. The problems associated with air segmentation are 1) because 

of the compressability of air, the system pulsates rather than flow 

evenly 2) The stream must be "de-bubbled" before entering the flow 

cell 3) The size of the air bubbles must be carefully controlled for 

faster sampling rates, and 4) the pressure drop and flow velocity 

vary with different tubing materials (13). They hypothesized, 

incorrectly, it must be emphasized, that the purpose of the air 

bubbles was not to preserve sample integrity, but to induce 

turbulent flow in the stream from friction with the tube wall, thus 

causing sufficient mixing of the sample and reagent. Their desire 

was to devise an analytical system that would allow injection of the 

sample into a turbulent carrier stream. Though their assumption 

about the need for turbulent flow was wrong, they did correctly 

assume that three factors necessary for a successful analysis were 

1) reproducibility of the sample volume and speed of injection 2) 

reproducible movement of the sample in the conduits and 3)sufficient 

and reproducible mixing of sample and reagent with a minimum of 

carryover (13). 

Though they made some incorrect assumptions, Hansen and 

Ruzicl<a were the first to question the necessity of air segmentation 

and were also the first to begin a systematic study of the 
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fundamental parameters of FlA. They also began a study of the many 

different types of analyses which could be successfully performed 

with an FIA technique. 

Several reviews of FIA have been written. The first (14) 

was written in 1978 as Part 10 of the ten-part series on FIA written 

by Hansen. Ruzicka. and co-workers. Betteridge wrote a review of 

FIA (15) in 1978. It was this review that caused FIA to gain much 

of its recognition (16). In 1981. there were three more review 

articles and a monograph on FIA (2.17-19). In 1983 (16). Ruzicka 

discussed the uses and applicatons of microconduit FlA. 

Theoretical Aspects of 
Flow Injection Analysis 

Flow injection analysis is based on the injection of a 

liquid sample into a moving. non-segmented carrier stream. This 

sample forms a zone which disperses as it is transported by the 

carrier stream to the detector (13). A diagram of a simple FIA 

system and an example of the output of an FIA system is shown in 

Figure 1.2a and 1.2b. respectively. 

The basis upon which FIA works is the reproducible 

dispersion of the sample zone as it is transported to the detector 

by the carrier stream. Dispersion is defined as 

in which D is the dispersion. Co is the concentration of the analyte 

species in the absence of any dispersion or dilution. and C",llX is the 

concentration of the analyte species at the maximum of its output 

7 
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peak. Since peak height is generally used in FIA as a measure of 

the concentration, a ratio of the peak height to the height of a 

peak corresponding to undiluted analyte also gives a measure of the 

dispersion of an FIA system (19). This dispersion arises from two 

factors, the physical dispersion of the sample plug by diffusion as 

it is transported by the carrier, and the formation of chemical 

species brought about by reactions between the sample and reagents 

in the carrier stream (15). The magnitude of the dispersion of an 

FIA system may be classified as limited (1-3), medium (3-10), or 

large (>10). Limited dispersion is necessary when little sample 

dilution or mixing with the carrier stream is desired. Medium 

dispersion is necessary when the sample and reagents in the carrier 

stream must be well mixed but with as little dilution of the sample 

as possible. Large dispersion is used only for special FIA 

applications such as FIA titrations, in which the sample must be 

very dilute. 

It is this reproducibility of the dispersion that makes FIA 

such a rapid technique. A well designed FIA system yields results 

within 10-30 seconds of injection. This is due to the fact that it 

is not necessary for a chemical reaction occuring within the FIA 

system itself to come to equilibrium before it can be measured. 

Mixing between the sample and reagent in the carrier stream is not 

complete, but is always reproducible (19) as long as all conditions 

in the FIA system such as flow rate, injection timing and volume, 

and tube geometries are constant. Therefore, as long as all peaks 
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are measured at the corresponding part, generally the maximum, 

reproducible results will be obtained. A good example of this would 

be a metal-complexing agent reaction. In a bench-top analysis, an 

experimenter would combine different concentrations of the metal 

sample with an excess of chelating agent, wait several minutes for 

the color to develop fully, then measure the absorbances of the 

solutions in a spectrophotometer. In an FIA experiment, increasing 

concentrations of the metal sample would be injected into the 

carrier stream containing excess of chelating agent. Since an FIA 

experiment generates a result within 30 seconds, the color will not 

have time to develop completely. However, since each injection is 

handled by the FIA system in a reproducible manner, each injection 

will be seen by the detector at the same time after injection. 

Therefore, as long as the same part of each peale, generally the 

maximum, is measured by the detector, proportionally greater amounts 

of metal-chelate are formed with increasing metal concentration. 

Physical Aspects of Dispersion 

When a sample is injected into the carrier stream, it is 

injected in the form of a plug. As this plug is transported by the 

carrier, the forces of laminar flow impose a parabolic profile on 

this plug. This is due to the fact that in a narrow tube, the 

velocity in the center of the tube is twice the mean velocity, and 

falls off to zero at the walls of the tube (15). Radial diffusion 

(diffusion perpendicular to the direction of flow) moves sample 

molecules away from and toward the walls of the tube, thus providing 
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the mechanism that prevents carryover between samples, even though 

the carrier stream is unsegmented (17). Vanderslice et al. (20) 

showed that radial diffusion, not axial diffusion (diffusion in the 

direction of flow) was the more important factor in sample 

dispersion. They also showed that laminar flow, not turbulent flow 

was found to be present in an FIA experiment. The result is that 

the shape of the plug is distorted not only by the forces of laminar 

flow, but also by radial diffusion (Figure 1.3) giving rise to a 

skewed peak seen by the detector (Figure 1.2b). 

Chemical Aspects of Dispersion 

Besides the physical aspects of dispersion, the rates of 

chemical reactions between the sample and reagents also play a role 

in the dispersion of a sample in the carrier stream. Using the 

reaction 

Cr207 -2 + 3C BHeOG + 8W H 2Cr+3 + 7H 20 + 3CeHI'IOa 

Painton and Mottola (21,22) have discussed the role of 

chemical reactions on the shape and height of peaks in an FIA 

system. They monitored the injection of Cr207-2 into a carrier 

stream of the same pH containing L-ascorbic acid. When injected 

into a carrier stream that contained no L-ascorbic acid, the 

dispersion resulted only from diffusion resulting from concentration 

gradients and velocity profiles. An increase in the dispersion, D, 

of the system results in lower peak heights and also increased time 

to return to base line. When the carrier stream contained the L

ascorbic acid, the peak height was again lower, thus resulting in an 
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increase in dispersion of the system, but also resulting in a much 

shorter time to return to base line (21). They also found that 

using a mixing coil increases peak height and decreases the time to 

return to base line, thus lowering the dispersion of the system. 

This is due to the fact that coiling the tubing increases radial 

dispersion in the system which predominates over axial dispersion 

(21). These results show that while the dispersion, 0, of an FIA 

system in the absence of a chemical reaction is important in that it 

gives the experimenter an idea of the degree of mixing and dilution 

of the sample, it is of limited value in determining the sensitivity 

or sample throughput for a given analysis. The important factors 

are the peak height and the time to return to base line. However, 

the dispersion resulting only from phYSical factors can give a good 

indication of how to set up an analysis. If the injected sample is 

in a form that is immediately detectable, such as a colored or 

electrochemically active species, then a low dispersion (0=1-3) is 

desirable. A low dispersion indicates a low degree of sample 

dilution, resulting in a higher concentration seen by the detector 

(spectrophotometric or electrochemical), and therefore, higher 

sensitivity. If the sample must be combined with a reagent in order 

to be detected, then greater dispersion is needed (0=3-10). A 

greater degree of dilution allows greater mixing of the sample with 

reagents in the carrier. This increases the sensitivity of the 

analysis by causing more detectable species to be formed. However, 

this increase in dispersion must not be so large that exessive 
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dilution of the detectable species occurs. Large dispersion (0)10) 

is necessary only in special FIA applications such as titrations 

(19). 

Flow Injection Analysis Models 

Several model~ have been used in an attempt to describe the 

behavior of FIA systems. One such model is based on equations by 

Taylor (15,19). The Taylor equation is shown below, in which 

M 1 
C ------------ exp ( - (L-x) 2 /L 24d) 

nr 2 L 2 (nd) 1/2 

C = the concentration of the sample, M = the mass of material 

injected, r = tube radius, L = length of tube, x = the distance to 

the peak maximum, and d = Omt/L2, in which Orr = the molecular 

diffusion coefficient and t is the time. Taylor's equation is 

applicable only at very low flow rates, very narrow tube diameters, 

and long residence times of the sample in the FIA system. It does 

show, however, that the effect of axial diffusion on sample 

dispersion may be ignored relative to the effect of radial diffusion 

in a narrow tube. It also indicates that mixing will be complete 

without stirring or turbulent flow (15). 

Vanderslice et al. showed that the conditions under which 

Taylor's equation applies are generally not the conditions under 

which FIA is carried out (20). They showed that expressions based 

on numerical solutions of the diffusion-convection equation describe 

the results of FIA experiments. 



Painton and Mottola (22) developed a numerical model of the 

FIA process based on the laminar flow equations and the rate 

equations of the reaction of Cr207-2 with L-ascorbic acid. With the 

application of empirical correction factors, they obtained rate 

constants for the reaction that were in good agreement with rate 

constants obtained by a batch method. 

One of the most common models of the behavior of FIA 

experiments is the tanks-in-series model. It is a concept analogous 

to that of the height equivalent of a theoretical plate used in 

chromatography. It suggests that the tube between the points of 

injection and detection may be divided into N imaginary tanks, the 

dimensions of which are a function of flow rate and tube dimensions 

(15). The equation describing this behavior is 

in which C = the concentration, T1 = the mean residence time of the 

sample in the system, N = the number of tanks, and t is time. For 

small values of N, the resulting peak has a very sharp rise with an 

exponential tail. As N increases, the peak becomes more Gaussian in 

shape. 

Application of Flow Injection Analysis to the 
Study of the Kinetics of Chemical Reactions 

One primary feature of FIA is its ease of adaptability to 

many different types of analyses. The review article by Betteridge 

(15) and Hansen and Ruzicka's book (19) both contain extensive lists 

of FIA applications. These analyses are relatively straightfoward 
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adaptations of bench top techniques, and demonstrate the ability of 

FIA to perform a variety of analyses with a minimum of equipment and 

effort. Another major feature of FIA is its ability to perform 

sample pretreatment on-line, and to interface with other analytical 

instruments. Hansen and Ruzicka (19), Ranger (17), and Betteridge 

(15) discuss the ability of FIA to perform such pretreatment steps 

as solvent extraction, ion-exchange, and dialysis. Hansen and 

Ruzicka (19) also discuss the use of FIA for sample preconcentration 

for use with other instruments such as atomic absorption 

spectrophotometers or inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 

spectrophotometers. 

The underlying concept in all of this work has been the use 

of FIA as a means of speeding up and automating conventional 

analyses, and this is certainly a justifiable end. However, there 

are other applications for which the advantages of FIA are also well 

suited. One such application is the study of chemical lcinetics. 

The main focus of the work presented in this dissertation is the 

application of FIA to the study of the kinetics of two chemical 

systems, the corrosion of copper metal in the presence of 

unsaturated ligands, and the iodination of acetylacetone. 

Copper Metal Corrosion Study 

It was discovered in 1901 by Berthelot that copper (I) 

chloride exhibited an ability to form complexes with mono-olefins 

(23) in hydrochloric acid solution. In 1909, Manchot and co-workers 

investigated the formation of complexes of copper (I) chloride with 
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carbon monoxide, olefins, and acetylene in acidic, neutral, and 

ammoniacal solutions. Other copper (1) halides also form complexes 

with olefins but are much less stable than copper (1) chloride. 

Higher mono-olefins will also form complexes with copper (1) 

chloride, but are also much less stable than copper (1) chloride -

ethylene complexes. 

The ability to form n-bonds with unsaturated ligands is 

found not only in copper (1) species, but many other transition 

metals as well. The formation of n-bonds results from the donation 

of electrons from the n2p bond on the olefin to empty metal orbitals 

to form a bond. At the same time, excess electron density from 

the metal is donated to empty n· (antibonding) orbitals on the olefin 

(24,25). Metals which undergo n-bonding are generally in a low 

valence state. 

Other unsaturated ligands besides ethylene have also been 

found to form complexes with copper (I) species, including those 

with functional groups capable of coordinating with the copper (1) 

(23,24). The n-complexes of copper (I) with allyl alcohol 

(2-propene-1-01) in aqueous solutions have been well characterized 

(26-29), and these complexes have several applications. Among these 

are the purification of copper metal (30), the use of allyl alcohol 

as a masking agent for copper (I) in the determination of copper (I) 

and copper (II) in the same solution (31), and in the study of the 

kinetics of the oxidation of copper metal by copper (II) (32). 
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In the purification of copper metal, copper in an are or in 

scrap copper is converted to copper (II) by dissolution in an 

oxidizing acid. The copper (II) in solution is then reduced to 

copper (I) by a reducing agent such as S02' The copper (I) in 

solution is stabilized with respect to dlsproportionation by the 

presence of allyl alcohol. The solution is then separated from 

insoluble impurities and distilled. The distillation process drives 

off the allyl alcohol. The copper (I) then disproportionates, 

forming copper (II) and high purity copper metal. 

Allyl alcohol may be used as a masking agent in the 

determination of copper (I) and copper (II) concentrations in the 

same solution. Normally, copper (I) and copper (II) exist in 

soluition in equilibrium according to the equation 

I{ = [Cu+ 2 ]/[Cu+']2 3: 10~ 

In this process, the copper (I) is masked by the addition of allyl 

alcohol to the solution. The copper (II) can then be titrated by an 

EDTA method. The presence of allyl alcohol prevents the copper (I) 

from forming copper (II). When the copper (II) has been titrated, 

then the copper (I) can be oxidized to copper (II) by hydrogen 

peroxide and titrated with EDTA. 

The ability of copper (I) to form n-complexes with allyl 

alcohol was used to investigate the kinetics of the oxidation of 

copper metal to copper (I) by copper (II). The reaction is 
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in which L is the olefin, in this case, allyl alcohol. The reaction 

was carried out in a closed three-neck flask. The reaction mixture, 

which contains the copper (II), copper (I), allyl alcohol, 

perchloric acid, and sodium perchlorate was deoxygenated by bubbling 

oxygen free nitrogen gas through the mixture. The reaction was 

started by adding copper metal to the solution, and the solution was 

stirred vigorously. The copper (I), as it was formed, complexed 

with the allyl alcohol, thus stabilizing the copper (1). Aliquots 

of the solution were then reproduciblly withdrawn from the solution 

and added to volume~ric flasks. The reaction then ceased in the 

absence of copper metal. The solutions in the volumetric flasks 

were then diluted to the mark, and analyzed spectrophotometrically 

for copper (I). The copper (I) solutions were diluted with 

solutions of 2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline (dmp), a complexing 

agent specific for copper (I). The dmp displaces the allyl alcohol 

from the copper (1) and forms a yellow complex which is detectable 

. at 450 nm. By monitoring the time at which the aliquot was 

withdrawn from the reaction vessel and the concentration of copper 

(I) in the aliquot, the rate of the reaction, expressed as 

1/2d[Cu·']/dt, was determined. 

In this study of a moderately slow reaction, very small 

aliquots of the reaction mixture were withdrawn manually. It is 

difficult, however, to manually withdraw reproducible aliquots from 

a closed vessel at exactly reproducible time intervals. If the 

reaction were rapid, it would be all but impossible to accomplish 
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this. A method is needed that would allow rapid and reproducible 

sampling of the solution phase of the reaction mixture. For 

homogeneous reactions, a stopped-flow system could be used. In such 

a system, the reactants are brought together rapidly in a 

spectrophotometer cell where the concentration of one of the 

reactants or products can be monitored. The problem with this 

approach to the copper metal corrosion study is that it is a 

heterogeneous reaction: one of the reactants is the copper metal 

itself. Obviously the reaction could not be carried out in a 

spectrophotometer. Therefore, for heterogeneous reactions, the only 

alternatives are manual sampling or sampling by FlA. The problems 

associated with manual sampling are discussed above. The use of FIA 

for sampling the reaction mixture, however, does not suffer from 

these drawbacks. The use of FIA allows rapid sampling at 

reproducible time intervals and the withdrawal of reproducible, 

microliter sized samples. 

Acetylacetone Iodination Study 

Ketones have long been known to react very readily with 

halogens. In 1904, Lapworth (33) determined the mechanism of this 

reaction. He found that the rate of halogenation of the ketone is 

independent of the nature or concentration of the halogen involved, 

and is subject to catalysis by both acids and bases. The mechanism 

of the reaction in acidic solution is shown in Figure 1.4. The 

mechanism of the reaction in basic solution is shown in Figure 1.5. 

The rate equation is shown below. 
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-d[Halogen]/dt = k[Ketone] [n+] 

The fact that the rate of reaction is independent of the halogen 

concentration indicates that the rate limiting step of the reaction 

is formation of the enol, which then reacts with the halogen more 

quickly than it reverts to the ketone form. Because the enol is the 

reactive species, it is important to understand the kinetics of the 

keto-enol tautomerism of the ketone and the keto-enol equilibria 

involved. 

The ~-diketone, acetylacetone, is important in chemistry as 

a chelating agent in metal extractions. Workers have investigated 

the kinetics and equilibria of the tautomerism of acetyl acetone in 

aqueous solution, the acid/base characteristics of acetyl acetone in 

aqueous solution, and the kinetics of the bromination of 

acetylacetone. Bell and various co-workers have investigated the 

bromination of acetylacetone under basic and neutral conditions (34-

36), Eigen, Kruse, Maass, and De Maeyer have reported the rate 

constants of the individual steps in the enolization of 

acetylacetone in acidic and basic solutions (37). The mechanism for 

the acid catalyzed enolization is 

KH, E-, and EH represent the keto, enolate, and enol forms, 

respectively, of the acetylacetone. The values of the rate 

3, a x 1010 M- 1 sec- 1
, 1<-2 = 1. 7 X 102 sec- 1

• The mechanism for the base 

catalyzed enolization is 
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KH + OW H E- + H~O ... EH + OW 
k_1 k_2 

The values of the rate constants are: k1 = 3.8 X 10-4 W1 sec-1, 

Schwarzenbach and Lutz (38) described a streaming apparatus 

in which an unstable acid (or base) and NaOH (or HCl) were brought 

together in a water stream and passed quickly through a vessel 

containing a glass electrode. This allowed titration curves of 

unstable species to be obtained before a significant amount of 

hydrolysis occurred. The pKo of acetyl acetone at 25° C was found to 

be 8.938. 

Using the same apparatus, Schwarzenbach and Felder (39) 

determined the keto-enol equilibrium constant of acetylacetone. 

Solution A, consisting of 0.01 to 0.001 M acetyl acetone and 0.1 M 

KCl, and solution B, consisting of a mixture of bromide, bromate, 

and H2 S04 -K2 S04 buffer (pH 1-3) were combined in a water carrier 

stream, and mixed by passing the solution through a small mixing 

chamber. The solution was then passed by a platinum electrode which 

was used to detect the bromine equivalence point, and on to vessel 

D. The bromine concentration in solution B increased gradually with 

time. In order to account for this, when the platinum electrode 

indicated bromine equivalence, the reaction in B was frozen by 

withdrawing a sample of B into an evacuated vessel F containing 

solid sodium acetate. The bromine concentration was later 

determined by titration with arsenite. Portions of the solutions 



from D and F were then acidified and treated with acetone to remove 

bromine and bromate. The bromide and chloride concentrations were 

determined by potentiometric titration. The percentage of enol was 

then determined by the relation 

[E] = 100[Br2 1r-VA/[S]AVO 

in which VA and Vo are dilution factors: VA = [Cl]A/[Cllo , Vo = 

[Br]F/[Br]o, and [S]A is the initial concentration of the enolizable 

substance. At a pH of 12.2, the percent enol was 98.8%. At a pH of 

6.3, the enol content was 15.5%. 

Eidinoff, in 1945, also determined the pKn of acetyl acetone 

(37) and found the pl~ to be 8.93. He also developed a mathematcal 

expression for determining the enol fraction of partially 

neutralilzed solutions of acetyl acetone (41). 

Data from other workers also support the observation that 

the enol content decreases with decreasing pH. Nachod (42) found 

that the enol content of acetylacetone decreased from 72.5% in 

neutral alcohol solution to 50% in 0.1 M HCl in alcohol. He also 

noted that the effect was smaller at higher concentrations and in 

aqueous solutions. 

Proton NMR methods have also been used to study tautomeric 

kinetics and the keto-enol equilibrium of acetylacetone. Reeves 

(43) investigated the effects of solvent interaction on the 

tautomeric equilibrium by studying dilution chemical shifts in each 

solvent. The ratio of enol to ketone was estimated from 

measurements of peak intensities of the two forms of the 
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acetyl acetone at several dilutions in each solvent studied. 

Deviations from correlations between solvent dielectric constant and 

molar volume, and the positon of the tautomeric equilibrium are 

consistent with previous theory set forth by Bernstein and Powling. 

Reeves found that cyclohexane and acetic acid do not perturb the 

equilibrium, triethylamine forms a hydrogen bond through the enolic 

-OH and the nitrogen lone pair, thus converting the acetyl acetone 

completely to the enolic form, and that pyrrole forms weak hydrogen 

bonds through the carbonyl oxygen of the ketone form. 

Watarai and Suzuki (44) used UV spectrophotometry as well as 

proton NMR to study acetylacetone in mixed aqueous media. Dioxane 

and acetonitrile were used as aprotic solvent modifiers, and 

methanol, ethanol, and t-butanol were used as protic solvent 

modifiers. The kinetics of the tautomerization was followed by 

measuring the absorbance of the enol at 273 nm after the injection 

of acetyl acetone vapor intQ the spectrometer cell containing various 

mole fractions of solvent modifier. They found that with aprotic 

solvent modifiers, there was very little difference in the reaction 

rates, indicating that main factor in the reaction was the water 

content. This suggests that the tautomerization occurs by a proton 

transfer through the water molecules. Protic solvents showed a 

dramatic increase in rate of reaction over aprotic solvents, and 

this increase was in the order methanol> ethanol> t-butanol, which 

is also the order of increasing acidity of these alcohols. This 
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indicates that the solvent molecule plays a similar role to that of 

the water molecules in the tautomerization reaction. 

In work described in this dissertation, the kinetics of the 

acid catalyzed iodination of acetyl acetone were studied. The 

iodination was studied since iodine may be generated easily with 

100% efficiency using a coulometer, and the volatilization of the 

iodine may be minimized by generating the iodine in an iodide 

solution. 

As in the copper metal corrosion study, FIA was used as the 

sampling method for the reaction. The advantages of FIA are that it 

facilitates rapid, reproducible sampling of the reaction mixture. 

Although this work, unlike the copper metal corrosion study, could 

have been carried out with a stopped-flow apparatus, the corrosive 

action of halogens could very easily cause serious problems with the 

metal parts of the stopped-flow equipment. The FIA system used in 

this work was constructed from simple equipment that may be found in 

almost any laboratory, or that may be purchased for minimal cost. 

The overall advantages, therefore, of FIA are minimal sample 

and reagent consumptIon, high sample throughput and precision, 

adaptability to a variety of chemical problems, and the low expense 

of setup. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
AND PROCEDURES 

Copper Metal Corrosion Study 

Flow Injection Analysis System 

A diagram of the FIA experimental setup used in the copper 

metal corrosion study is shown in Figure 2.1. It consists of a main 

pump (#1, Bucher Polystaltic), a sample recirculation pump (#2, 

Cole-Palmer #7014), a pneumatically actuated injection valve 

(Rheodyne 5020 Teflon Rotary Injection Valve, Rheodyne 50-01 

Pneumatic Actuator, Rheodyne 7163 120 VAC solenoid), and a UV-

visible spectrophotometer (Gilford Model 240) fitted with a flow-

through cell (NSG Precision Cells #513) as the detector. All tubing 

was 0.75 mm i.d. Teflon. The reaction vessel is a 300 mL three-neck 

round bottom flask. One side-arm holds the nitrogen line used to 

deoxygenate the solution. The central neck holds the tube used to 

deliver the copper metal to the solution and the sample 

recirculation tubes. 

A schematic of the solenoid/pneumatic actuator system and 

computer controlled AC switch is shown in Figure 2.2. When 

configured as a four way solenoid, the 7163 acts in the following 

manner: when 120 V AC is applied to the solenoids, Side A 
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pressurizes and Side B depressurizes. When the voltage is turned 

off to the solenoids, Side A depressurizes as Side B pressurizes. 

The solenoid and the main pump were controlled by the microcomputer. 

This was done by installing a Motorola MP120D3 switch in the 120 

volt power line of the device being turned on and off. The MP120D3 

is also shown in Figure 2.2. When terminal 3 is +5 volts with 

respect to terminal 4, then the AC switch between terminals 1 and 2 

is closed. When terminals 3 and 4 are at the same voltage, the AC 

switch between terminals 1 and 2 is open, the circuit to the device 

being turned on and off is broken, and the device is turned off. 

A DEC LSI-11/02 was used in this work to perform data 

acquisition, turn the injection valve and main pump on and off, and 

to perform data analysis. The LSI-11/02 system consists of a KDll

HA processor and a KEV-11 extended arithmetic chip. An MSV-11 

memory module provides 64K bytes of RAM. 

by a DEC RX02 floppy disk drive system. 

Mass storage is provided 

The RX02 has two eight inch 

floppy drives each providing 512K bytes of storage. A Tel<tronix 

4025 Graphics Display Terminal operating at 9600 baud is used as the 

console device. The system printer is a Texas Instrument 810 

operating at 1200 baud. Graphics hard copy is provided by a 

Tektronix 4662 Interactive Digital Plotter operating at 300 baud. 

Serial communication to the console, printer, and plotter is 

provided by a DLV-IIJ, a four channel asynchronous serial interface 

allowing independent configuration of each channel. A Data 

Translation 2781 hoard is used to provide analog I/O. The DT2781 

has two 12 bit digital to analog converters that may be 
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independently configu~ed to p~ovide 0-10 volts, 10 volts, and 5 

volts. The DT2781 also provides a 12 bit analog to digital 

conve~te~ that may be configu~ed as eithe~ 16 single-ended channels 

with a common ground or as eight differential input channels. The 

option of bipola~ or unipola~ input is also available, and the input 

voltage ~ange may be set to either 0-5, 10, 25, 50,100 mV, 0-1, 2.5, 

5,and 10 volts o~ 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 mV and 1, 2.5, 5, and 10 

volts. In this work, the input range was set to 1 volt using the 

differential input mode. In the bipolar mode, the DT2781 provides 

11 bit resolution with the last bit acting as a sign bit. Digital 

I/O used to cont~ol the pneumatic injection valve and to cont~ol the 

main pump is provided by a DRV-11. The DRV-11 has 16 digital input 

and 16 digital output channels. The output channels p~ovide 0.0 

volts when off and 5.0 volts when on. 

The ope~ating sytsem used with the DEC LSI-11/02 was DEC·s 

RT-11 operating system version 4.00a. FORTRAN IV was used for all 

expe~imental softwa~e. MACRO-11 sub~outines called from the FORTRAN 

p~ograms we~e used to communicate with the DT2781 and the Tekt~onix 

4662 digital plotte~. 

Reagents and Chemicals 

The copper metal used in this set of experiments was in the 

fo~m of copper granules (20-30 mesh, J. T. Bake~). P~io~ to each 

experiment, the granules were rinsed in dilute HCI04 , distilled 

deionized wate~, acetone, and d~ied by suction in a Buchne~ funnel. 

The use of copper granules provided a la~ge su~face area upon which 
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the reaction could occur. Some oxidation of the copper granules 

occured during the drying process. This was demonstrated by the 

fact that in one experiment, very small amounts of copper (I) were 

formed in the reaction vessel even though no copper (II) had been 

~added to the reaction mixture. However, the extent of this 

oxidation was minimal, and was ignored. Ethyl alcohol (95%) was 

used to make up solutions. Prior to use, it was refluxed for eight 

hours over aluminum powder and KOH and distilled in order to remove 

any impurities present. The allyl alcohol (Aldrich Chemicals), 

acrylamide (Kodak). allyl cyanide (Aldrich), acrylonitrile, and 

acetonitrile (Mallinkrodt) were all used without further 

purification. The propionitrile, butyronitrile (Kodak). furfuryl 

alcohol (Alfa) and alpha-picoline (Alfa) were distilled prior to use 

and refrigerated when not in use. Solutions of copper (II) were 

made up from copper (II) perchlorate hexahydrate (Aldrich) to 

approximately 0.1 M and standardized with EDTA as follows: 40 mL of 

the stock copper (II) solution is diluted to 200 mL in a volumetric 

flask. Twenty five mL of this solution is then diluted to 

approximately 100 mL, and pyridine is added dropwise until an 

intense blue color is formed. Several drops of indicator (.1 g of 

pyrocatechol violet in 100 mL water) are added, and the solution is 

titrated with previously standardized EDTA. The end point occurs 

when the solution becomes green (45). Sodium perchlorate (Fisher 

Scientific Company) was used as is to adjust the ionic strength. 

Hydroxylamine hydrochloride (Fisher Scientific Company) was used 

without further purificaton as a reducing agent to convert the 
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coppe~ (II) to coppe~ (I) fo~ the calib~ation cu~ve. The 2,9-

dimethyl-l,10-phenant~oline (dmp) (Ald~ich) was used without further 

pu~ification. 

Procedure 

The experimental procedure used in the determination of the 

kinetics of coppe~ metal co~rosion was carried out in two steps. 

The first step was the generation of a calibration curve. The 

second step was the kinetics experiment. 

The calibration curve was generated as follows. A solution 

containing 10% hydroxylamine hydrochloride as a reducing agent, an 

excess of ligand, and sodium perchlorate to set the ionic strength 

to 0.1 was deoxygenated in a ~ound bottom flask by bubbling nitrogen 

gas through the solution. The nitrogen gas had been passed through 

a solution of alkaline pyrogallol in order to remove residual 

oxygen. The program to generate the calibration curve was then run. 

The program makes multiple injections of up to 10 standards. The 

usual procedure was to make triplicate injections of six standards, 

the fi~st standa~d being a blank injection, and the othe~ five being 

solutions with increasing concentrations of copper (I). This 

increasing concent~ation of coppe~ (I) was accomplished by adding 

aliquots of standardized copper (II) perchlorate to the solution 

whe~e the coppe~ (II) was ~educed to coppe~ (I) by the hydroxylamine 

hydrochloride. When all standards have been run, the program prints 

out the concent~ations, peak heights (determined f~om the average of 

the multiple injections), standard deviations, relative standard 
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deviations in percent, and the slope, y-intercept, and correlation 

coefficient of the calibration curve. The slope and y-intercept are 

then stored on disk for subsequent use by the kinetics program. 

The kinetics experiment was run by deoxygenating the 

reaction mixture, consisting of copper (II) perchlorate, the ligand 

being studied, perchloric acid, and sodium perchlorate, with 

nitrogen gas. The reactioll was then started by adding 14 grams of 

20-30 mesh copper granules to the reaction mixture. The reaction 

mixture was then sampled by the FIA system at a specified rate 

(usually four injections per minute) for a specified length of time. 

When the experiment was over, the program printed out the 

experimental conditions, the peak height, the concentration of 

copper (I) based upon the calibration curve statistics, and the time 

at which the peak maximum was obtained. The rate of the reaction 

was then determined from the slope of the initial linear portion of 

the [Cu+] vs time curve. 

Flow rates for both the calibration curve and the kinetics 

runs were 5.5 mL/min. The data acquisiton rate was 4 points per 

second. 

Acetylacetone/Iodine Kinetics Study 

Flow Injection Analysis System 

The FIA system used in this phase of research is shown in 

Figure 2.3. It is essentially the same as that for the copper metal 

corrosion study except that the reaction vessel is an 
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electrochemical cell with a coulometer (Sargent Welch) for the 

electrogeneration of a reactant. 

An IBM PC was used in this work. It was configured with 

544K bytes of RAM, two 360K floppy disk drives, and an 8087 math co

processor. Graphics hard copy is provided by a Hewlett Packard 

7470. A Data Translation 2805 board provides digital and analog 

I/O. The DT2805 board provides a 12 bit converter with unipolar 

input with a selectable range of either 0-20 mV, 0-100 mV, 0-1 

volts, or 0-10 volts or bipolar input with a selectable range of 20 

mV, 100 mV, 1 volt, and 1 volts. A range of 0-100 mV was used in 

this work. The DT2805 also provides digital I/O which was used to 

control the pneumatic injection valve and the main pump. 

The operating system used on the PC was DOS 3.1. All 

programs written for use on the PC were written using ASYST version 

1.53 (Macmillan Software Company). 

Reagents and Chemicals 

Solutions of approximately 0.2 M potassium iodide were used 

for the electrogeneration of iodine. The potassium iodide (MCB) was 

used without further purification. Solutions of soluble starch 

(Merck & Company), approximately 1% concentration and preserved with 

a trace of mercury (II) iodide, were used to form a blue complex 

with the iodine generated in the solution. A primary standard 

arsenic trioxide (Fisher Scientific Company) was made up as follows: 

3.7001 g of As 20! (~.lmg) was mixed with a few drops of 2.5 M NaOH 

and mixed into a paste. An additional 50 mL of 2.5 M NaOH was 
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added, the paste stirred more. The dissolved As 2 09 was then 

transfered to a 250 mL volumetric flask. Next, 15 mL of 6 M HCI and 

8 g of NaHCO g were added, and the solution was diluted to volume. 

It was used used to standardize the constant current source in the 

following manner: iodine was generated in solution, and sodium 

bicarbonate was then added to the solution to set the pH to about 7. 

The iodine was then titrated with primary standard AS~03 until the 

yellow color of the iodine was barely visible. A few drops of 1% 

starch was then added to the solution, forming a blue complex with 

the iodine. The titration was then continued with the end point 

occuring when the solution became colorless. The reaction occuring 

is 

H2As03- + 12 + H2 0 .... H2As04 - + 21- + 2W 

From the number of moles of arsenic reacted, the number of moles of 

iodine (1:1) may be determined. From the time of generation of the 

iodine, the current used to generate the iodine may be determined 

from the equation 

i = NnF/t 

in which i is the current (amperes), N is the number of moles of 

iodine, F is the Faraday constant, and t is the time (seconds) of 

generation of iodine. 

Procedure 

As with the copper metal kinetics study, the investigation 

of the kinetics of the iodination of aceytlacetone involves the 
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generation of a calibration curve and a separate l<inetics 

experiment. 

The calibration curve was made by generating known 

concentrations of iodine in a known volume of a solution of 0.2 M 

potassium iodide and making multiple injections of each 

concentration. From the average of the peak heights for each 

concentration of iodine, a calibration curve was generated, and the 

slope, y-intercept, and correlation coefficient determined. 

The kinetics experiment was run by generating iodine in the 

reaction mixture in the electrochemical cell. The reaction mixture 

consisted of 0.2 M KI, 0.01159 M HCI to set the desired pH, and 

0.0975 M acetylacetone to set the desired concentration. Iodine was 

coulometrically generated in the reaction mixture. The FIA system 

was then used to sample the reaction mixture at a predetermined rate 

for a predetermined time, usually 6.0 seconds between injections for 

150.0 seconds. Data were collected for a total of 204.8 seconds. 

From the height of each peak, the concentration of iodine could be 

determined, the rate of iodine formation determined, and the rate of 

iodination of acetyl acetone determined. 

The data aquisition rate was 10 points per second and the 

flow rate of the FIA system was 5.0 mL/min. 

Flow Injection Analysis 

The developement of flow injection analysis (FIA) and some 

of its theoretical aspects were discussed in Chapter I of this 
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dissertation. The purpose of this section is to discuss some of the 

practical aspects of the use of FIA in kinetic studies. 

In the design of an FIA system, there are several aspects of 

the experiment to consider. These include flow rate, sample size, 

manifold design, all of which affect the dispersion of the sytem. 

In order to test the effect of changing these parameters on the FIA 

system, a dye of known concentration was injected into the PIA 

system, and the effect on the peak height of changing these 

parameters was measured. 

It was found that flow rate had a great effect on the shape 

and height of FIA peaks. As the flow rate was increased, the peak 

became narrower and the height increased. Therefore, at faster flow 

rates, injections could be made with greater sensitivity and at 

closer intervals without the problem of the peaks overlapping. This 

is an advantage in kinetic studies since it is desirable to make 

injections as rapidly as possible. A flow rate of 5.5 mL/min was 

chosen for the copper metal corrosion study and 5.0 mL/min for the 

acetylacetone/iodine kinetics study. These flow rates provided a 

compromise between the increased peak height and higher injection 

rate of fast flow rates and the high reagent consumption of fast 

flow rates. Table 2.1 shows the results of a peak height vs flow 

rate study. 

There are two factors that must be considered when choosing 

the appropriate sample volume. The sample volume must be large 

enough such that after it has undergone dilution in the FIA system, 

the sample yields a detectable signal, yet must be small enough such 
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that thorough mixing of the sample zone will occur and that the 

signal does not exceed the range of the detector. In this work, the 

species being detected (Cu(dmp)2+' I 2/starch complex) absorb very 

strongly in the visible range. In addition to this, the manifold 

design insured complete mixing of sample with complexing agent, 

meaning that a large sample size was not needed in order to achieve 

reasonably low limits of detection. The total volume of the 

injection loop was about 90 ~L. This provides sufficient 

sensitivity without consuming large amounts of sample. Table 2.2 

shows the effect of sample volume on peak height. Volumes were 

determined from the length and diameter of the sample loop. 

The design and length of the FIA manifold is also an 

important factor in the design of an FIA system. An increase in the 

length of the manifold decreases the peak height. This decrease in 

sensitivity must be balanced by the increase in sensitivity caused 

by more thorough mixing of the sample with reagents in the carrier 

stream. Coiling the manifold also increases mixing in the carrier 

stream, but causes a decrease in peak height and an increase in peak 

width. Another method of increasing the mixing of the complexing 

reagent and species of interest is to cause the carrier stream to 

make a sudden change in direction. The addition of the complexing 

reagent to the carrier stream by means to a "T" fitting provides 

such a change in direction. This eliminates the need for long or 

coiled manifold tubing. A manifold length of 40 em was used. 
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Table 2.1. Effect of flow rate on peak height 
90 pL injection volume 
40 cm manifold 

Flow Rate 
(mL/min) 

1.5 

2.5 

3.5 

5.0 

Peal< Height 
(arbitrary units) 

25.8 

28.0 

33.0 

48.0 
._--_._---_. __ ._---_ ..... -_. ------------
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Table 2.2. Effect of sample volume on peak height 
5.0 mL/min flow rate 
40 cm manifold 

Sample Size 
(microli ters) 

90 

104 

156 

321 

Peak Height 
(arbitrary units) 

48.0 

49.3 

54.3 

92.3 
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These choices of flow rate, sample volume, and manifold length were 

found to be adequate for both the copper metal corrosion work as 

well as the acetylacetone/iodine kinetics work. 

Amperometric Detection of Iodine 

In order to provide a means of determining the concentration 

of iodine in the solution, independent of the FIA method, it was 

decided to use an amperometric method of detection. In this method, 

a potential is applied across a platinum and a reference electrode, 

and the current generated from the reduction of iodine to iodide is 

measured. The potential applied is in the mass transfer controlled 

region of the current vs potential curve of the iodine/iodide 

couple. When this potential is applied, the concentration of iodine 

in the immediate vicinity of the electrode approaches zero, and the 

current measured at the electrode becomes proportional to the bulk 

concentration of the iodine in solution as it diffuses to the 

electrode (46). The equation governing this behavior for a stirred 

solution is 

nFADC bu1k 

i'1m -----------
d 

in which i 11m is the limiting current, n is the number of electrons 

transfered, F is the Faraday constant, A is the area of the 

electrode, D is the diffusion coefficient of iodine, Cbu1k is the 

bulk concentration of iodine, and d is the diffusion layer 

thickness. In order to minimize the increase in the diffusion layer 

thickness as a function of time, the electrode is rotated or the 



solution is stirred. This effectively maintains the diffusion layer 

thickness at a constant and very small value. 

Because the solution often exhibits a large resistance, an 

appreciable voltage drop can occur between the working and the 

reference electrode. If this occurs, the potential at the working 

electrode differs from the applied potential. This can cause a 

shift in the half wave potential of the iodine and decreases the 

observed current. In order to maintain the proper potential, a 

third electrode is used. This auxiliary electrode, positioned near 

the working electrode, measures the potential between the solution 

in that part of the cell and the reference electrode. If the 

voltage differs from the applied voltage, a feedback circuit in the 

potentiostat corrects the voltage so that the voltage across the 

cell is the voltage being applied. 

The experimental setup for the amperometric determination of 

iodine is shown in Figure 2.4. It is a three electrode system 

consisting of a potentiostat (EG&G Princeton Applied Research 

Corporation Model 174A Polarographic Analyser), a platinum flag 

working electrode 1 cm2
), a platinum wire auxiliary electrode, and 

a Ag/AgCI reference electrode. The potential of the working 

electrode was 0.0 V vs. a Ag/AgCl electrode. A Sargent Welch 

coulometer was used to generate iodine in solution. A platimum flag 

was used as the generating electrode and a Ag/AgCl electrode was 

used at the reference electrode. The electrochemical cell is a 

three compartment cell. The central compartment is the reaction 

vessel, 
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and contains the coulometer's platinum flag generating electrode and 

the potentionstat's working and auxiliary electrodes. Each side 

compartment contains a reference electrode in saturated Kel 

solution. Electrical connection to the two side compartments is 

made by Kel saturated agar plugs, and sealed by porous glass frits. 

The current was recorded by a Houston Instruments Model 3000 strip 

chart recorder. 

The experimental procedure is as follows. First, a 

calibration curve is generated. This was done by generating iodine 

in a solution of 0.2 M KI for a given period of time. From the time 

of generation and the current, the concentration of iodine may be 

determined, and from the amplitude of the signal, an amplitude vs 

concentration plot may be generated. The slope, y-intercept, and 

correlation coefficient of the plot were calculated. 

A solution of 0.2 M KI, 0.01159 M Hel to set the desired pH, 

and enough 0.0975 M acetyl acetone to obtain the desired 

concentration were mixed in the reaction vessel. Iodine was then 

coulometrically generated in the reaction vessel, and the iodine 

limiting current measured as a function of time. The amplitude of 

the signal at six second intervals was measured, converted to iodine 

concentration, and plotted as a function of time. The difference 

between the obsserved rate of iodine generation and the 

theoretically predicted rate of iodine generation is a measure of 

the rate of iodination of the acetylacetone. 
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Cyclic Voltammetry of Solutions 
of Iodinated Ace~ylacetone 

An amperometric detection system was used for the 

measurement of the concentration of iodine as a function of time 

during the reaction of iodine with acetylacetone. This method gave 

apparent iodine concentrations that were greater than those obtained 

by the FIA method. In order to account for this discrepancy, cyclic 

voltammetry was used to identify the species that were present in 

solution during the iodination reaction and to determine if any of 

these species would interfere with the amperometric detection 

system. An explanation of cyclic voltammetry using the 12 /1- couple 

as an example is given below. Letters (a) - (j) refer to points in 

Figure 2.5. 

In aqueous solution, iodine undergoes reduction to iodide 

according to the following reaction 

The electrode potential, EO, for this reaction is 0.535 volts vs. a 

normal hydrogen electrode. In a solution containing only 12 in an 

inert supporting electrolyte, if the initial potential, E1 , (a) is 

more positive than the EO, then no reduction of the iodine occurs, 

and no current is measured. The voltage is then scanned in the 

negative direction. As the voltage becomes more negative, only 

background current, resulting from impurities in the sY8tem, is 

measured (a-b). As the voltage begins to approach the EO (c), some 

of the iodine molecules at the electrode surface are reduced, and a 

rise in the reductive, or cathodic current is observed. As iodine 

near the electrode is 
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depleted, concentration gradients are formed in the solution, and 

iodine from the bulk solution diffuses to the electrode surface. As 

the potential becomes more negative than the EO, the iodine 

concentration near the electrode becomes very low, the rate of mass 

transfer of iodine to the electrode reaches a maximum, and a 

maximum (d) is observed in the cathodic current. When the potential 

is more negative than the peak potential (d), the concentration of 

iodine becomes zero, the iodine being reduced at the electrode is a 

result only of diffusion of iodine to the electrode from the bulk 

solution, and the current decreases as a function of t- 1 /
2

, in 

accordance with the Cottrell equation. This region (e) is known as 

the diffusion limited region. At point (f), the potential scan is 

reversed. The potential is now becoming more positive, and a 

situation analogous to that for the iodine occurs. Iodide is the 

predominant species at the electrode. As the potential becomes more 

positive, but still negative of the EO (f-g), the current measured 

is still the result of the reduction of iodine. As the potential 

approaches EO (h), some of the iodide begins to oxidize to iodine, 

and an increase in oxidative, or anodic current is seen. As the 

potential becomes more positive than EO (i), the iodide 

concentration at the electrode becomes very low, the rate of mass 

transfer of iodide to the electode reaches a maximum, and a maximum 

in the anodic current is observed. In the region (i-j), the 

concentration of iodide at the electrode is dependent only on the 

rate of diffusion of iodide from the bulk solution to the electrode, 

and the anodic current decreases as a function of t 1
/

2 (47). 
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The magnitude of the current at the peak potential is a 

measure of the amount of material in the solution. The EO 

corresponds roughly to the point on the current-potential curve at 

one half the distance between the background and diffusion limited 

currents, and is unique for a given species. Thus, cyclic 

voltammetry may be used for both qualitative and quantitative 

analysis of solutions. 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.6. A system 

consisting of a potentiostat (EG&G Princeton Applied Research 

Corporation Model 174 Polarographic Analyzer), a gold working 

electrode, a platinum wire auxiliary electrode, and a Ag/AgCI 

reference electrode was used to perform the cyclic voltammetry. A 

gold workillg electrode was used In order to overcome the problems of 

hydrogen adsorption that occurs on platinum electrodes at potentials 

less than about +350 mV vs. a normal hydrogen electrode. The 

current-potential curves were recorded on a Houston Instruments 

Omnigraphic Model 2000 X-V recorder. The supporting electrolyte was 

0.1 M NaCID 4 • Normally, KCI is used in a Ag/AgCl reference 

electrode, but because KCIDa is insoluble, NaCI was used. The 

reference electrode was made by putting an agar plug saturated with 

NaCI in a glass tube with a porous glass frit. The tube was then 

filled with a solution of 4 M NaCI, and a silver wire placed in the 

solution. A 4 M NaCI solution was used to approximate the 

concentration of a saturated KCI solution. 

The experimental procedure is as follows: 50 mL of the 

solution is placed in the electrochemical cell. Nitrogen gas was 
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bubbled through the stirred solution for 20 minutes in order to 

remove dissolved oxygen. The stirring was then stopped, the 

nitrogen was switched from bubbling through the solution to 

blanketing the solution, and the unstirred solution was allowed to 

stand for approximately 30 seconds. At an initial potential, E1 , of 

+800 mY vs Ag/AgCI, the potential was scanned in a negative 

direction at 50 mY/sec until just before solvent breakdown occured, 

generally at about -1000 mY vs Ag/AgCI, at which point the scan was 

reversed. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COPPER METAL CORROSION STUDY 

The first project to be described was a study of the effect 

of various organic compounds on the corrosion of copper metal in the 

presence of copper (II). The basic reactions involved are 

Cu+ 1 + nL H Cu(L)n+ 1 

in which L is the organic compound of interest. Some work has been 

done already in this research group by Nelson Scott, in which L is 

allyl alcohol (31,32). The work described here involved determining 

the effect of ligands other than allyl alcohol on the rate of 

corrosion of copper metal. The first phase of this project was to 

repeat the work with allyl alcohol in order to verify that the FIA 

system would give consistent results. The second phase consisted of 

a survey of various ligands. Diagrams of the FIA system and 

explanations of the experimental procedure are in Chapter 2. 

Confirmation of Previous Work 

Effect of Initial Copper (II) Concentration 

The dependence of the rate of reaction on the initial copper 

(II) concentration was studied. At a pH of 2.25 and at an initial 

allyl alcohol concentration of 0.41 M, the initial copper (II) 

concentration was varied between 5 x 10-4 M and 5 x 10-3 M. The 
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results of these experiments are shown in Table 3.1 and plotted in 

Figure 3.1. The results obtained previously by Scott are included 

for comparison, and are labeled as "manual". 

The order of the reaction with respect to copper (II) was 

determined from a least squares fit of In[Cu+2 ] vs time. In this 

determination, the slope of the straight line is the rate constant. 

One representative exper1.ment out of the replicates for the first 

four concentrations of copper (II) was used for this. The 

consistency of the rate constants shows that the reaction is first 

order with respect to copper (II), which is in agreement with the 

findings of Scott. The data are shown in Table 3.2. 

Effect of Initial pH 

The effect of the initial pH on the rate of reaction was 

studied. At a copper (II) concentration of 2 x 10-3 M and an allyl 

alcohol concentration of 0.41 M, the pH was varied between 0.7 and 

5.1. The results are shown in Table 3.3 and plotted in Figure 3.2. 

The results of Scott's experiments are included for comparison, and 

are labeled as "manual". 

Effect of Initial Allyl Alcohol Concentration 

The effect of the initial allyl alcohol concentration on the 

rate of copper metal oxidation was studied. At a pH of 3.01 and a 

copper (II) concentration of 1.05 x 10-9 M, the concentration of 

allyl alcohol was varied between 2.94 x 10-3 M to 0.118 M. The 

results are shown in Table 3.4 and plotted in Figure 3.3. The 
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Table 3.1. Effect of initial copper (II) concentration 

Rate x 104 Rate x 104 

(moles·L-1. min- 1 ) (moles· L-1. min-1 ) 

(PIA Method) (Manual Method) 

4.2 X 10-4 0.333 

5.0 X 10-4 1. 36 + 0.48 

1.00 x 10-3 2.54 + 0.20 

·1.02 X 10-3 1. 03 

2.52 X 10-3 1. 92 

2.01 X 10-3 4.60 + 0.36 

3.01 X 10-3 6.93 + 1. 08 

4.63 X 10-3 4.57 

4.01 X 10-3 7.60 + 0.94 

5.02 X 10-3 6.76 + 0.98 

1.063 X 10-2 7.30 
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Table 3.2. Determination of rate constant 

Rate Constant (min-') 

5.0 X 10-4 

1.00 X 10-3 

2.00 X 10-3 

3.00 X 10-3 

0.28 

0.29 

0.26 

0.23 
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Table 3.3. Effect of Initial pH 

pH Rate x 104 Rate x 104 

(moles·L-1. min- 1 ) (moles·L-1. min- 1 ) 

(FIA Method) (Manual Method) 

-0.10 0.80 

0.70 2.35 + 0.16 

1.01 2.61 + 0.03 

1.10 1.40 

1. 40 2.98 + 0.23 

1. 50 1. 80 

2.00 2.10 

2.01 3.71 + 0.30 

2.74 2.76 + 0.30 

3.01 3.68 + 0.64 

3.28 2.10 

3.53 2.40 

3.60 3.96 + 0.51 

4.10 4.46 + 0.64 

4.19 2.00 

4.50 3.58 + 0.35 

4.75 5.62 + 0.24 

4.80 4.90 + 0.13 

5.11 2.50 
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Table 3.4. Concentration of Allyl Alcohol vs rate of reaction 

[allyl alcohol] Rate x 104 Rate x 104 

(moles' L-1. min- 1
) (moles·L-1. min- 1 ) 

(FIA sampling) (manual sampling) 

2.94 x 10-3 1. 06 + 0.01 

5.88 x 10-3 1. 61 + 0.20 

6.30 x 10-3 0.940 

1.30 x 10-2 1.13 

1.47 x 10-2 2.29 + 0.41 

2.90 x 10-2 1. 1 '1 

2.94 X 10-2 2.32 + 0.12 

1.18 x 10- 1 2.17 + 0.22 

1. 230 x 10-1 1. 20 
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results of Scott's experiments are included for comparison, and are 

labeled as "manual". 

Discussion 

As can be seen from Figures 3.1 - 3.3, the trends between 

the results obtained by FIA and by manual sampling are the same, 

even though the absolute numbers differ. The numbers differ because 

in this study, 15 g of copper granules were used in 200 mL of 

solution, whereas Scott used 14 g of copper granules in 600 - 700 mL 

of solution. 

As mentioned above, the results of both the FIA and manual 

sampling show that the reaction is first order with respect to 

copper (II) concentration. For both manual and FIA sampling, the pH 

dependence shows an increase in the rate of reaction up to a pH of 

about 2. The rate of reaction then becomes constant as a function 

of pH. In the case of the allyl alcohol dependence, both methods 

show an increase in reaction rate up to about 0.015 M, after which 

the rate becomes independent of allyl alcohol concentration. Based 

on the similarity of the results of the two sampling methods, we 

concluded that the FIA method was capable of giving useful kinetic 

data. 

Effect of Ligand Type on the 
Rate of Copper Metal Corrosion 

The next phase of this project involved studying the effect 

of different ligands on the rate of copper metal corrosion. Nine 

different ligands were studied. They were acrylamide (propenamide), 
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acrylonitrile (2-propenenitrile), acetonitrile (methyl cyanide), 

propionitrile (ethyl cyanide), butyronitrile (propyl cyanide), allyl 

cyanide (3-butenenitrile), furfuryl alcohol (2-hydroxymethylfuran), 

a-picoline (2-methylpyridine), and neocuproine (2,9-dimethyl-l,10-

phenanthroline). The structure of all of these ligands is shown in 

Figure 3.4. The initial copper (II) concentration in all of these 

experiments was 1.05 x 10-3 M, the pH was 3.01, and the ionic 

strength was 0.1. 

Acrylamide 

The concentration of acrylamide was varied between 1.00 x 

10-3 M to 2.00 x 10-1 M. The data are shown in Table 3.5 and plotted 

in Figure 3.5. 

Acrylonitrile 

The concentration of acrylonitrile was varied between 3.04 x 

10-3 M to 1.82 x 10-1 M. The data are shown in Table 3.6 and plotted 

in Figure 3.6. 

Acetonitrile 

The concentration of acetonitrile was varied between 3.79 x 

10-3 M to 3.04 x 10-1 M. The data are shown in Table 3.7 and plotted 

in Figure 3.7. 
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Allyl Alcohol CH
2
=CHCH

2
OH 

0 
II 

Acrylamide CH
2
= CHCNH2 

Acrylonitrile CH =CHCN 
2 

Acetonitrile CH
3
CN 

Propionitrile CH
3
CH2CN 

Butyronitrile CH 3CH 2CH 2CN 

Allyl Cyanide CH 2=CH CH 2CN 

Furfuryl Alchohol CH 20H 

a-Picoline 

Neocuproine 

Figure 3.4. Ligand structures 
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Table 3.5. Concentration of acrylamide vs rate of reaction 

[acrylamide] Rate 
(moles 'L -1 'min-1 ) 

1. 00 X 10-3 3.36 x 10-13 + 0.07 

4.00 x 10-3 1. 20 X 10-4 + 0.05 

1.00 x 10-2 2.11 X 10-4 + 0.00 

2.00 X 10-2 2.94 X 10-4 + 0.02 

6.00 x 10-2 2.78 X 10-4 + 0.36 

1. 20 x 10-1 3.23 X 10-4 + 0.16 

2.00 x 10- 1 2.36 X 10-4 + 0.22 
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Table 3.6. Concentration of acrylonitrile vs rate of reaction 

[acrylonitrile] 

3.04 X 10-3 

6.08 x 10-3 

1. 52 X 10-2 

3.04 x 10-2 

6.08 x 10-2 

1. 22 x 10-' 

1. 82 x 10-' 

Rate 
(moles'L-' 'min-') 

1.99 x 10-5 =I- 0.75 

3.80 x 10-5 =I- 0.00 

5.96 X 10-5 =I- 2.20 

1. 26 X 10-4 =I- 0.15 

1. 52 X 10-4 =I- 0.39 

1. 59 X 10-4 =I- 0.11 

1. 76 X 10-4 + 0.87 
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Table 3.7. Concentration of acetonitrile vs rate of reaction 

[acetonitr 11 e] Rate 
(moles 'L -1 'min- 1 ) 

3.77 x 10-3 2.43 X 10-5 + 0.62 

7.59 x 10-3 1.62 X 10-5 + 0.84 

1.90 x 10-2 3.25 X 10-5 + 1. 48 

3.80 x 10-2 5.90 X 10-5 + 0.64 

7.59 x 10-2 1.83 X 10-4 + 0.28 

] .52 x 10- 1 2.16 X 10-4 + 0.40 

2.28 x 10- 1 2.80 X 10-4 + 0.37 

3.04 x 10- 1 2.71 X 10-4 + 0.06 

3.80 x 10-1 2.92 X 10-4 + 0.24 
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Propionitrile 

The concentration of propionitrile was varied between 2.80 x 

10-3 M to 2.80 X 10-1 M. The data are shown in Table 3.8 and plotted 

in Figure 3.8. 

Butyronitrile 

The concentration of butyronitrile was varied between 2.30 x 

10-3 M to 9.19 X 10-2 M. The data are shown in Table 3.9 and plotted 

in Figure 3.9. 

Allyl Cyanide 

The concentration of allyl cyanide was varied between 4.97 x 

10-3 M to 1.49 X 10-1 M. The data are shown in Table 3.10 and 

plotted in Figure 3.10. 

Furfuryl Alcohol and a-Picoline 

When furfuryl alcohol was used as a ligand, no apparent 

reaction was observed at two different concentrations. Therefore, 

the use of furfuryl alcohol was not pursued. 

When using a-picoline as a ligand, corrosion of the copper 

metal was observed, but the concentration of copper (I) in the 

solution reached equilibrium in less than one and a half minutes. 

Because the FIA system could only sample the reaction at at rate of 

four injections per minute, not enough data points could be 

collected in this initial time period to give meaningful initial 

rate data. Because of this, the use of a-picoline was not pursued. 
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Table 3.8. Concentration of propionitrile vs rate of reaction 

[propionitrile] Rate 
(moles -L -1.min-1 ) 

2.80 x 10-3 1.37 X 10-15 + 0.94 

5.61 x 10-3 1. 72 X 10-!I + 1. 23 

1. 40 x 10-2 2.08 X 10-!I + 1.02 

2.80 x 10-2 4.74 X 10-5 + 0.15 

5.61 x 10-2 1.13 X 10-4 + 0.43 

1.12 x 10- 1 1. 76 X 10-4 + 0.12 

1.68 x 10- 1 2.49 X 10-4 + 0.33 

2.24 x 10- 1 2.24 X 10-4 

2.80 X 10- 1 2.41 X 10-4 + 0.24 
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Table 3.9. Concentration of butyronitrile vs rate of reaction 

[butyronitrile] Rate 
(moles'L-1 'min- 1 ) 

2.30 x 10-3 3.82 X 10-5 + 2.56 

4.60 x 10-3 1.90 X 10-5 + 0.59 

1.15 x 10-2 1.51 X 10-5 + 1. 54 

2.30 x 10-2 4.45 X 10-!I + 1. 62 

4.60 x 10-2 8.43 X 10-5 + 1. 23 

9.19 x 10-2 9.04 X 10-!I + 1.39 
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Table 3.10. Concentration of allyl cyanide vs rate of reaction 

[allyl cyanide] Rate 
(moles 'L- 1 'min- 1 ) 

4.97 x 10-3 8.75 X 10-5 + 3.43 

1.24 x 10-2 1.23 X 10-4 + 0.17 

2.49 x 10-2 1.64 X 10-4 + 0.38 

3.73 x 10-2 2.10 X 10-4 + 0.30 

4.97 x 10-2 1. 62 X 10-4 + 0.00 

9.94 X 10-2 1. 78 X 10-4 + 0.00 

1.47 X 10-' 1. 98 X 10-4 + 0.00 
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Neocuproine 

When neocuproine was used as a ligand, it was not necessary 

to add neocuproine to the carrier stream in the FIA system. In 

order to maintain the same conditions of dispersion and flow rate in 

the FIA system, the neocuproine channel was replaced by another 

channel with 50/50 ethanol/water solvent. 

Neocuproine behaved similarly to a-picoline in that the 

reaction reached equilibrium very quickly and at low copper (I) 

concentrations. The equilibrium concentration of the copper (I), 

however, was greater than that of the a-picoline. Therefore, the 

use of neocuproine as a ligand was investigated further. The 

concentration of neocuproine was varied between 1.06 x 10-4 M to 2.50 

X 10-2 M. The data are shown in Table 3.11 and plotted in Figure 

3.11. 

Discussion 

In looking at the data for the various ligands, there is a 

general trend to be seen. At low ligand concentrations, the rate of 

reaction increases as ligand concentration increases. At higher 

ligand concentrations, the rate of reaction becomes independent of 

the ligand concentration. Another observation about the data is 

that the ligands tend to group into three general categories with 

respect to the manner in which the rate of reaction changes with 

ligand concentration. Figure 3.12 shows these trends and 

categories. 
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Table 3.11. Concentration of neocuproine vs rate of reaction 

[neocuproine] Rate 
(moles 'L -"min-') 

1.06 x 10-4 9.45 X 10-11 + 3.39 

2.50 x 10-4 2.03 X 10-a + 0.02 

5.30 x 10-4 2.12 X 10-a + 0.70 

7.50 x 10-4 3.37 X 10-5 + 0.00 

1.06 X 10-3 4.42 X 10-a + 0.53 

2.00 x 10-3 7.17 X 10-5 + 0.60 

2.10 x 10-3 6.97 X 10-5 + 0.58 

2.20 x 10-3 6.03 X 10-5 + 0.82 

2.51 x 10-3 6.17 X 10-5 + 0.30 

3.50 x 10-3 5.96 X 10-5 + 0.42 

4.97 x 10-3 5.78 X 10-5 + 0.01 

7.10 x 10-3 6.03 X 10-5 + 0.38 

1. 33 x 10-2 7.00 X 10-5 + 0.43 

2.50 x 10-2 8.16 X 10-5 + 0.32 
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These trends may be explained ae follows. As reported in 

the paper by Yanagihara, et al. (32), the reaction mechanism for the 

oxidation of copper metal by copper (II) in the presence of allyl 

alcohol may be represented as follows 

1<, 
Cu 0 -Cu+2 .. Cu+' -Cu+' .... Cu+' 

I 
nL 

II III 

CI , CII , and CIII are the concentrtions of species I, II, and III, 

respectively, and [L] is the concentration of the allyl alcohol. In 

this mechanism, the oxidation of copper metal occurs by a three step 

process. The first step is the approach of a copper (II) ion to the 

copper metal surface. The second step is the transfer of an 

electron from the copper metal to the copper (II). This is the rate 

limiting step. The third step is the stabilization of the copper 

(I) by the ligand, L, in solution, and the diffusion of the Cu(L)n+' 

into the bull< solution. 

The rate of the reaction is given by 

-dC I 

R 
dt 

From this rate equation, the behavior of the ligands may be 

explained. At low ligand concentrations, the term k3[L]n «1<2' The 

rate equation may then be approximated by 

R 
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which shows a direct dependence of rate on the ligand concentration. 

As the ligand concentration becomes greater, the term k2 « k3 [L]n, 

and the rate equation may then be approximated by 

k 1Cr 

R 
k2 

which shows that the rate of reaction is independent of the ligand 

concentration. Therefore, the reaction mechanism proposed by 

Yanagihara, et al. for the oxidation of copper metal by copper (II) 

in the presence of allyl alcohol may be used as a general mechanism 

for the corrosion of copper metal by copper (II) in the presence of 

complexing ligands. 

The grouping of these ligands must also be explained. One 

possible explanation is that at high ligand concentration, some of 

the ligand adsorbs on the surface of the copper metal, thus 

obscuring some of the active sites on the copper metal surface. 

This would decrease the number of active sites at which the copper 

(II) could react, which would decrease the rate of the reaction, 

and, therefore, the amount of copper (I) produced. This possibility 

was ruled out, however, based on the data presented in Tables 3.12 

through 3.18. These data show that the equilibrium concentration of 

copper (I), [Cu+]_, increases as the ligand concentration increases. 

If the ligand were adsorbing on the copper metal surface, there 

would be fewer active sites available on the surface, and [Cu+]Oq 

would be expected to decrease with increasing ligand concentration. 
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One possible explanation for the grouping of the ligands is 

the fact that the Category I ligands, the allyl alcohol and 

acrylamide, do not form complexes with the copper (II), whereas the 

ligands in Categories II and III do form copper (II) complexes. If 

the ligands form copper (II) complexes, less ligand is available for 

complexation with the copper (I), and less copper (II) is available 

for reaction with the copper metal. This would decrease the rate of 

reaction. 
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Table 3.12. Equilibrium concentration of copper (I) in varying 
concentr~tions of allyl alcohol. 

[allyl alcohol] (M) [Cu+] .. q(M) 

5.88 X 10-3 1.2 x 10-3 

1. 47 X 10-3 1.6 x 10-3 

2.94 X 10-3 1.6 x 10-3 

1.18 X 10-3 1.6 x 10-3 
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Table 3.13. Equilibrium concentration of copper (I) in varying 
concentrations of acryulamide. 

[acrylamide] (M) [Cu+] .. q(M) 

0.001 3.0 x 10-4 

0.004 9.0 x 10-4 

0.01 1.5 x 10-3 

0.02 1.8 x 10-3 

0.06 1.8 x 10-3 

0.20 1.4 x 10-3 
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Table 3.14. Equilibrium concentration of copper (I) in varying 
concentrations of acrylonitrile. 

[acrylonitrile] (M) [Cu+]aq(M) 

3.04 x 10-3 1.2 X 10-4 

6.08 X 10-3 2.0 X 10-4 

1.52 X 10-3 5.0 X 10-4 

3.04 X 10-2 8.5 X 10-4 

6.08 X 10-2 LOx 10-3 

1.22 X 10- 1 1.2 x 10-3 

1.82 x 10- 1 1.2 x 10-3 
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Table 3.15. Equilibrium concentration of copper (I) in varying 
concentrations of acetonitrile. 

[acetonitrile] (M) [Cu+]oQ(M) 

3.79 x 10-3 3.0 X 10-5 

7.59 X 10-3 8.0 X 10-5 

1. 52 X 10-2 1.8 x 10-/' 

1.90 x 10-2 2.0 X 10-4 

3.80 X 10-2 6.0 X 10-4 

5.69 X 10-2 8.0 X 10-.1 

7.59 X 10-2 1.3 x 10-3 

1.14 x 10-1 1.8 x 10-3 

1.52 x 10- 1 1.6 x 10-3 

2.28 x 10-1 1.8 x 10-3 

3.04 x 10-1 2.1 X 10-3 

3.80 X 10-1 1.8 x 10-3 
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Table 3.16. Equilibrium concentration of copper (I) in varying 
concentrations of propionitrile. 

[propionitr ile] (M) [Cu~] .. q(M) 

2.80 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-s 

5.61 x 10-3 LOx 10-4 

1.40 X 10-2 L5x 10-4 

2.80 x 10-2 3.5 X 10-4 

5.61 X 10-2 8.0 X 10-4 

1.12 X 10- 1 L4x 10-3 

1.68 x 10- 1 L8x 10-3 

2.24 x 10- 1 L6x 10-3 

2.80 x 10- 1 L9x 10-3 
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Table 3.17. Equilibrium concentration of copper (I) in varying 
concentrations of butyronitrile. 

[butyronitr il e] (M) [Cu+] .. q(M) 

2.30 x 10-3 2.0 X 10-6 

4.60 X 10-9 5.0 x 10-5 

1.15 X 10-2 1.0 x 10-4 

2.30 X 10-2 3.0 X 10-4 

4.60 X 10-2 6.0 X 10-4 

9.19 X 10-2 9.0 X 10-4 

1.84 X 10- 1 1.0 x 10-3 

2.76 X 10- 1 1.0 x 10-3 
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Table 3.18. Equilibrium concentration of copper (1) in varying 
concentrations of allyl cyanide. 

[allyl cyanide] (M) [CU+]laQ(M) 

4.97 x 10-3 5.0 X 10-4 

1.24 X 10-2 1.0 x 10-4 

2.49 X 10-2 1.2 x 10-3 

3.73 x 10-2 1.6 x 10-3 

4.97 x 10-2 1.6 x 10-3 

9.49 x 10-2 1.6 x 10-3 

1.49 x 10- 1 1.5 x 10-3 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE DECONVOLUTION OF OVERLAPPING 
FLOW INJECTION ANALYSIS PEAKS 

The copper metal corrosion study is an excellent 

illustration of one of the principal advantages of FIA over 

conventional chemical analysis, that of high sample throughput. The 

ability to process four samples per minute allows the study of 

moderately fast chemical reactions. However, even this sampling 

rate was found to be inadequate for certain ligands, namely the 

a/picoline, and, to some extent, the neocuproine. In order to study 

these ligands effectively, it is necessary to go to a higher 

sampling rate. The problem with this approach, however, is that as 

sampling rates higher than four injections per minute, the peaks 

overlap in the carrier stream. In order to use a faster sampling 

rate, it is necessary to employ mathematical techniques to 

deconvolve the overlapping peaks. 

Theoretical Aspects 

As was discussed in Chapter 1, FIA involves the injection of 

a liquid sample into a moving carrier stream. In the carrier 

stream, the sample plug undergoes diffusion and is also subjected to 

the forces of laminar flow, thus dispersing the plug in the carrier 

stream. The sample is combined with appropriate reagents to form a 

detectable species and transported to the detector which puts out a 
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signal that represents the concentration profile of the dispersed 

sample zone as it passes through the detector. The peak height is 

used as a measure of concentration. 

In normal FIA, the injection rate is limited by the 

requirement that one sample have passed completely through the 

detector before the next sample may enter. When this normal 

injection rate is exceeded, the- samples in the carrier stream begin 

to overlap, causing interference with succeeding peaks. Thus, the 

peak height seen by the detector is no longer proportional to the 

concentration of sample in that zone, but is increased by tailing 

from the preceeding peak. In order to determine the actual peak 

height, it is necessary to remove the effect of the sample 

dispersion. 

The series of overlapping peal{s seen by the detector is the 

output function. This function is the result of the convolution of 

the input function, which is the injection interval, concentration, 

and number of injections, and the response function, which is the 

process in the FIA system that causes the broadening of the sample 

plug. The convolution of the input and response functions may be 

expressed mathematically by 

t T 
lim J aCt) b(-t + ~) dt 
T~oo 2 -T 

in which con(~) is the convolution of the input function aCt) and 

the response function b(t), t = time, and ~ represents the relative 

displacement in time (45). This process is shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1a represents the input function, two injections well 

separated in time. Figure 4.1b represents the response function, 

the broadening process to which each injection is subjected. The 

output function is shown in Figure 4.1c, in which the two injections 

overlap in the carrier stream and in the detector. This output 

function is the convolution of the input and response functions. 

The goal of this project was to devise a method to remove 

the effect of the response function from the output function in 

order to obtain the criginal input function. Once this goal was 

accomplished, it would then be possible to follow the kinetics of a 

fast reaction by making rapid injections and deconvolving the 

overlapping peaks. Two methods of signal deconvolution were 

studied. They were a Fourier transform method (FFT method) and an 

iterative curve fitting/digital subtraction method (ICF method). 

The FFT was extremely sensitive to noise in the data and was 

abandoned in favor of the ICF method. 

Iterative Curve Fitting/Digital Subtraction Method 

In the ICF deconvolution method, a model function that 

describes the peak profiles from the FIA system was chosen. The 

first peak in the output function was then chosen, and the model 

equation fitted to those points using an iterative curve fitting 

procedure. When the constants for the model equation were 

determined, a synthetic peak was generated from the model equation 

using the determined constants. The maximum of the synthetic peak 

was then aligned with the maximum of the first peak in the output 
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function, and the synthetic peak was subtracted from the output 

function. The process was then repeated on all succeeding peaks. 

The heights of each of the synthetic peaks were used as a measure of 

sample concentration. This fitting process is shown in Figure 4.2. 

Several model equations were studied. They were the tanks

in-series equation (19), a gaussian convoluted with an exponential 

function and a hyperbolic tangent function (49), and a gaussian with 

an exponential tail (50). The model equation used is the tanks-in

series equation shown below: 

C(t) == [(lIT) (t/T)N-l (l/N-l)!) exp(-t/T)] S 

C(t) is the concentration of the analyte species at time t, N is the 

number of imaginary tanks into which the flowing system is divided, 

T is the mean residence time per tank, and S is a scaling factor. 

The tanks-in-series function was chosen as the model function 

because it more closely fit actual experimental FIA data. 

In order to test the ability of ICF method to deconvolve 

overlapping FIA peaks, it was decided to use the method to follow a 

model reaction whose exact rate of reaction was known. The 

coulometric generation of iodine was the model reaction chosen. The 

generation of iodine from iodide is a 100% effecient reaction, and 

the current on the coulometer may be changed in order to vary the 

rate of generation. The rCF method would then be used to deconvolve 

the output obtained at different currents, and the experimentally 

determined rate of iodine generation compared with the rate of 

iodine generation predicted from the current. 
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The experimental setup is the same as that shown in Figure 2.3. The 

reaction solution in the central compartment of the electochemical 

cell consists of 0.2 M RI. The coulometer generates iodine in the 

reaction solution, and the FIA system is used to withdraw samples 

from the reaction mixture. The samples are combined with a 1% 

starch solution, forming the charactaristic blue iodine/starch 

complex, which is then detectable at 520 nm. 

The experimental procedure is as follows: at each of four 

currents, 5.86, 12.05, 22.89, and 55.40 rnA, iodine was generated in 

the reaction solution and sampled at injection intervals of 10.0, 

8.0, 7.0, 6.0, and 5.0 seconds. The reF method was used to 

deconvolve the output of each of these 20 experiments. The results 

of these experiments are shown in Table 4.1. 

It may be seen from Table 4.1 that the injection interval 

has little effect on the experimentally determined rate of iodine 

generation. Therefore, the mean of the five rates of generation at 

each current was compared to the rate of iodine generation 

theoretically predicted from the current. The results of this 

summary are shown in Table 4.2. At 5.86 rnA, the deviation of the 

experimentally determined rate of generation from the theoretically 

predicted rate of generation is -25.7%. However, at 12.05, 22.89, 

and 55.40 rnA, the deviations are +1.9%, +9.5%, and +4.0%, 

respectively. The large deviation at the 5.86 rnA current may be 

attributed to the adsorption of iodine by walls of the 

electrochemical cell. However, the deviations at the higher 
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Table 4.1. Results of ICF deconvolution method 

Current Rate of Injection Rate of 
(mA) 12 Generation Interval (sec) 12 Generation 

(theoretical) (experimental) 
(mol'L- 1 'sec-1 ) (mol'L- 1 'sec-1 ) 

5.86 6. D8 X 10-7 5.0 4.88 X 10-7 

6.0 3.58 X 10-7 

7.0 5.26 X 10-7 

8.0 3.99 X 10-7 

10.0 4.86 X 10-7 

12.05 1.25 x 10-5 5.0 1. 29 X 10-11 

6.0 1.18 X 10-11 

7.0 1.30 X 10-11 

8.0 1.38 X 10-6 

10.0 1.22 X 10-11 

22.29 2.30 x 10- 11 5.0 2.59 X 10-6 

6.0 2.49 X 10-11 

7.0 

8.0 2.49 X 10-6 

10.0 2.40 X 10-6 

55.40 5.74 x 10-6 5.0 5.98 X 10-11 

6.0 6.04 X 10-6 

7.0 6.13 X 10-6 

8.0 5.80 X 10- 11 

10.0 5.93 X 10-(; 



Table 4.2. Summary of rCF deconvolution method 

Current 
(mA) 

5.86 

12.05 

22.29 

55.40 

Theoretical rate 
of 12 Generation 

(x 106
) 

(moles·L-1. min- 1 ) 

0.608 

1. 27 

2.30 

5.74 

Averate rate 
of 12 Generation 

(x 1011) 
(moles·L-1. min- 1 ) 

4.51 + 0.70 

1. 25 + 0.08 

2.49 + 0.08 

5.98 + 0.12 

Deviation 
from theoretical 

(+ percent) 

-25.7 

+ 1. 9 

+ 9.5 

+ 4.0 
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currents are very low, and demonstrate the ability of the IeF method 

to deconvolve the response function from the output function. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE KINETICS OF THE IODINATION 
OF ACETYLACETONE 

The last project in this research involved the use of FIA to 

study the kinetics of a homogeneous reaction, the iodination of 

acetylacetone. The study of the kinetics of the halogenation of 

ketones in general has been discussed in Chapter 1, and studies of 

the keto-enol tautomerism of acetyl acetone were also discussed. 

However, little information is available concerning the acid 

catalyzed halogenation of acetylacetone. The purpose of this 

project was to study the acid catalyzed iodination of acetylacetone. 

Study of the Iodination of 
Acetylacetone Using FIA Detection 

In this work, a coulometer was used to generate iodine in a 

solution containing H+ and acetylacetone. As iodine formed in the 

solution, a portion of it reacted with the acetylacetone. As the 

reaction progressed, samples were withdrawn by the FIA system and 

the concentration of iodine was determined. The difference between 

the expected concentration of iodine in solution based on the 

current and the observed concentration of iodine represents the 

amount of iodine that reacted with the acetyl acetone , and, 

therefore, the amount of acetyl acetone reacted. From this data, 
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information on the rate of reaction of iodine with acetyl acetone 

could be obtained. 

The names of the sets of experiments, ACB, ACC, and ACD, are 

derived from the names of the data files for the experiments. The 

AC refers to acetyl acetone experiments, and the third letter refers 

to the particular seri~s of experiments. The experiments will be 

referred to by their series names. 

ACB Series 

The ACB series of experiments covered a range of pH's from 

approximately 2.6 to 4.0, and acetylacetone concentrations from 

approximately 0.01 M to 0.19 M. Figures 5.1 through 5.8 show the 

plots of the calibration curves and of the iodine concentration as a 

function of time. The plots of iodine concentration vs. time for 

increasing acetylacetone concentrations at a given pH are shown in 

each graph. The theoretical concentration of iodine was determined 

from the current in the coulometric circuit and the time required to 

attain the peak maximum in the FIA experiment. 

An unexpected phenomenon was observed in these experiments. 

In the plots of iodine concentration vs. time (Figures 5.2, 5.4, 

5.6, and 5.8), there is a time period in which no iodine is 

detectable in solution. After this period of tjme, iodine is 

detectable in solution, and the concentration increases linearly 

with time. This time period increases with increasing acetylacetone 

concentration and with increasing pH. This time period is 

designated as t,. 
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ACC Series 

The ACB series of experiments was run at a relatively high 

acetylacetone concentration. A potential problem with using this 

high of a concentration is that in order to determine the rate 

constant of the reaction, one must look at the change in the 

acetyl acetone concentration. If the concentration is too high, then 

it is difficult to detect a significant change in the concentration, 

and the reliability of the measurement suffers. It was therefore 

necessary to run a set of experiments similar to the ACB series, but 

at a lower acetyl acetone concentration. 

The ACC series of experiments covered a range of pH's from 

approximately 2.1 to 3.2, and acetyl acetone concentrations from 4 x 

10-5 M to 1 X 10-3 M. However, at this low range of acetyl acetone 

concentrations, there was no discernible difference between the 

measured iodine concentration and the theoretically predicted iodine 

concentration. The error in determining the peak height at these 

low concentration differences was greater than the difference in the 

measured iodine concentration and the theoretically predicted iodine 

concentration. Therefore, no conclusions could be drawn from this 

set of experiments. 

ACD Series 

The ACD series of experiments covered a range of pH's from 

approximately 3.0 to 4.0, and acetylacetone concentrations from 

approximately 0.004 M to 0.02 M, a concentration range intermediate 

between that of the ACB and ACC experiments. Figures 5.9 through 
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5.20 show the plots of the calibration curves and of the iodine 

concentration as a function of time. The plots of iodine 

concentration vs. time for increasing acetylacetone concentrations 

at a given pH are shown in each graph. The theoretical iodine 

concentration in this set of experiments was determined from a blank 

experiment in which iodine was generated in a solution containing 

hydrochloric acid in the absence of acetylacetone. As with the ACB 

series of experiments, there was an initial time lag, t" that 

increased with increasing pH and increasing acetylacetone 

concentration. 

Discussion 

There are two major areas of discussion concerning the 

results of the ACB and ACD series of experiments. The first is the 

significance of t" and the second is the determination of the rate 

constant of the reaction between iodine and acetylacetone. 

Significance of t,. The values for t, for the ACB 

experiments are shown in Table 5.1. The values for t, for the ACD 

experiments are shown in Table 5.2. In each set of experiments, the 

general trend is toward increasing t, values with increasing pH and 

increasing acetylacetone concentration. The following argument is 

used to account for these observations. 

In these experiments, in the time interval before t" no 

iodine is detectable in solution. After t" iodine is suddenly 

detectable. Therefore, some species must be reacting very rapidly 

with the iodine as it is formed, and depleting the iodine in 
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Table 5.1. t, (seconds) at different experimental conditions for 
ACB series of experiments 

(acac] 0.0096 0.019 0.048 0.096 0.188 
pH 

2.63 20.8 26.9 44.3 62.3 

2.93 32.9 51.4 63.1 105.4 

3.23 20.0 56.7 86.8 110.5 

3.62 45.4 74.7 123.2 

3.93 80.9 86.8 
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Table 5.2. tl (seconds) at different experimental conditions for 
ACD series of experiments 

[acac] 0.00390 0.00781 0.0117 0.0156 0.0195 
pH 

3.03 32.9 51.1 50.9 69.1 75.2 

3.16 39.5 45.7 68.7 80.5 75.1 

3.43 44.9 63.0 75.3 93.0 111.5 

3.63 50.7 62.5 86.7 110.6 122.6 

3.86 21. 7 80.6 43.7 116.6 121. 9 

4.03 56.6 69.2 80.3 86.5 104.9 
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solution. When this species has been competely reacted, then iodine 

begins to accumulate in solution. 

In the acid catalyzed halogenation of mono-ketones, the enol 

form of the keto-enol tautomer is considered to be the reactive 

species (33). It is therefore reasonable to assume that the enol 

form of acetyl acetone is the reactive form of this species (51). 

The structures of the ketone and enol forms are sho~n in Figure 

5.21, and exist in equilibrium in solution. The direction of the 

keto-enol shift is pH dependent, and has been shown to shift toward 

the enol form with increasing pH (39-42). The values of t, follow 

the same trends as the enol content of a keto-enol mixture of 

acetylacetone. As the pH increases, t, increases. As the 

acetylacetone concentration increases, t, increases. Therefore, the 

value of t, is a function of the enol content of a keto-enol mixture 

of acetylacetone. 

At time t" a certain amount of iodine will have been 

generated, that amount being a function of the coulometer current 

and time. The number of moles of iodine generated at a time t is 

given by the equation 

N = it/nF 

in which N is the number of moles, i is the current, t is time, n is 

the number of electrons transfered, and F is Faraday's constant. 

The number of moles of iodine generated at t, is equal to the number 

of moles of enol form of the acetyl acetone reacted. The keto-enol 

equilibrium constant, K~, may be determined from the equation 
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[enol] 

[l<etone] 

Therefore, one can determine the keto-enol equilibrium constant of a 

ketone using a simple FIA apparatus. Previously, proton NMR 

techniques (43,44) or complicated wet chemical techniques (39,42) 

were used for determining the equilibrium constant. Table 5.3 and 

5.4 show the keto-enol equilibrium constants for the ACB and ACD 

series of experiments, respectively. These values are consistent 

with values found in the literature. Schwartzenbach and Felder 

reported the K.q of acetyl acetone in 0.02 M NaOH to be 82.3, while at 

a pH of 6.3, the I(..q was 0.18 (39). Nachod reported a K .. q of 2.64 

for acetyl acetone in neutral alcohol solution and a Kmq of 1 in 0.1 M 

HCI in alcohol (42). Eidenoff determined the enol content of an 

aqueous solution of 0.0033 M acetyl acetone to be 0.0017 (41). 

Determination of Rate Constants. The reaction of mono-

ketones with halogens is a first order reaction with respect to 

ketone concentration, and the rate equation is (33) 

-d[X2 ] 

------- = k [ketone] [W] 
dt 

This rate equation, however, cannot be the rate equation for the 

reaction of acetylacetone and iodine since the rate of reaction is 

inversely related to the [H+]. However, if the reaction of 

acetyl acetone with iodine is first order with respect to the 

acetylacetone, then the rate of reaction should be proportional to 

the concentration of acetyl acetone in solution at a given time. The 

equation for this relationship is 



Table 5.3. Keto-enol equilibrium constants for ACB experiments. 
K~ x 100= [enol / [ketone] 

[acac] 0.0096 0.019 0.048 0.096 
pH 

2.63 0.506 0.326 0.216 0.152 

2.93 0.802 0.626 0.307 0.258 

3.23 0.486 0.690 0.423 0.252 

3.62 1.11 0.912 0.602 

3.93 2.08 1. 06 
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Table 5.4. Keto-enol equilibrium constants for ACD experiments. 
K .. q x 100 = [enol / [ketone] 

133 

[acac] = 0.00390 0.00781 0.0117 0.0156 0.0195 
pH 

3.03 0.790 9.07 0.790 1. 20 1. 20 

3.16 0.837 0.948 0.844 1. 27 1. 30 

3.43 1. 30 1. 33 1.39 1. 70 2.26 

.3.63 0.856 0.968 0.877 1. 32 1.43 

3.86 1. 57 1. 88 0.760 2.48 0.735 

4.03 1. 37 1. 38 1.69 2.15 10.05 
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kl [acac] 
dt 

In the above equation, kl is the rate constant of the reaction, is a 

constant as long as the hydrogen ions and any other variables are 

kept constant. If a is the initial concentration of acetyl acetone , 

and x represents the decrease of acetylacetone concentration with 

time, then the equation may be written as 

dx 
kl(a - x) 

dt 

which may then be integrated and rearranged to obtain the equation 

In(a - x) = -kit + In(a) 

A plot of In(a - x) vs. t should give a straight line for a first 

order reaction with a slope of -k l and a y-intercept of In(a) (53). 

In order to determine the order of the reaction of 

acetylacetone and iodine with respect to the acetylacetone 

concentration, the values of In([acac]o-x) vs. time were plotted for 

the points in the middle of the set of data points that were most 

linear. The term x represents the difference between the predicted 

and measured iodine concentrations, i.e., the concentration of 

iodine reacted. The term [acaclo represents the initial 

acetyl acetone concentration. The negative of the slope was the rate 

constant. The values obtained for the rate constants for the ACB 

and ACD series are shown in Tables 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. The 

data indicates that the reaction is first order with respect to the 

acetylacetone concentration. 



Table 5.5. k, x 105 (sec-') at different experimental conditions for 
ACB series of experiments 

[acac] = 0.0096 0.019 0.048 0.096 0.188 
pH 

2.63 2.43 3.28 2.27 1.36 

2.93 3.82 3.96 4.15 2.29 

3.23 4.96 4.73 3.63 2.30 

3.62 10.5 6.56 

3.93 12.2 9.78 
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Table 5.6. k, x 104 (sec-') at different experimental conditions for 
ACD series of experiments 

[acac] 0.00390 0.00781 0.0117 0.0156 0.0195 
pH 

3.03 0.948 0.725 1.18 1.11 1.06 

3.16 1. 04 0.979 0.909 1. 39 1. 37 

3.43 1. 01 1.11 1. 37 1.19 1.09 

3.63 1. 50 1. 83 2.06 

3.86 2.08 1. 75 3.05 

4.03 1. 24 1. 45 1.45 1.93 2.91 
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In order to rule out the possibility of the reaction being 

second order with respect to the acetyl acetone concentration. values 

of In([I 2 ]/[acac]) vs. time were plotted. The slope of such a plot 

is equal to the rate constant, k (54). The plots showed curvature 

and the rate constants were not constant from experiment to 

experiment. Therefore, the reaction was not second order with 

respect to the acetylacetone concentration. 

According to de la Mare (33), at low pH values and low 

halogen concentrations, the rate equation for the reaction of mono-

ketones is 

dt 

Since these experiments were run at low iodine concentrations and in 

a pH ran~e of 2-4, this could be the rate equation that is 

applicable to the system. The enol concentration may be determined 

from the original acetylacetone concentration and keto-enol 

equilibrium constant, and is depenrlent on the pH of the solution. 

The iodine concentration, however, since it is generated in solution 

while the reacton occurs, depends on the rate of coulometric 

generation as well as its rate of reaction with the acetylacetone. 

Because of this, we are unable to determine the order of the 

reaction with respect to the iodine concentration, and therefore 

cannot draw definitive conclusions about the role of the iodine in 

the reaction mechanism. We can, however, speculate about the 

reaction mechanism. 



The proposed mechanism is shown in Figure 5.22. Step (I) is 

the enolization reaction determined by Eigen et al. (37). The 

iodine reacts virtually instantaneously with the enol in step (II) 

to form the di-iodo enol. In step (III), this unstable di-iodo enol 

loses the enolic hydrogen, the double bond reforms with the carbonyl 

carbon, thus displacing the attached iodine, resulting in the mono 

substituted product. This mechanism is consistent with the 

observation that the reaction is first order with respect to the 

acetyl acetone concentration and that rate of reaction decreases as 

the pH decreases since the first step involves the formation of the 

enolate ion. It must be stressed, however, that this is only a 

proposed mechanism. 

Study of the Iodination of Acetylacetone 
Using Amperometric Detection 

In order to provide an independent means of verifying the 

results of the kinetic study using FIA detection, a system using an 

amperometric detection scheme was set up. This system is described 

in Chapter 2. In this set of experiments, the pH and acetylacetone 

concentrations used were exactly the same as those used in the ACD 

experiments. It was found, however, that the iodine concentrations 

measured by amperometric detection as a function of time were higher 

by a factor of about 1.5 to 2.5 than the iodine concentrations 

measured by FlA. The measured rates of formation of iodinated 

acetyl acetone were also correspondingly lower. The experimental 
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procedures for each detection scheme were carefully reviewed, and 

each appeared to be valid. 

The next step was to determine whether any other species 

could be interfering with the amperometric detection, thereby 

resulting in too high an iodine concentration. The formation of 

hypoiodite or iodate was discounted because these species do not 

form until the pH reaches approximately 9 (55). The formation of 1+ 

was also discounted (56). It was noted, however, that the blank 

experiments for the ACE series were the same, within experimental 

error, as the blanks for the ACD series. Since no acetyl acetone was 

present in any of the blanks, it appeared that either the 

acetylacetone itself or the iodinated acetylacetone, or both, were 

electroactive species that interfered with the amperometric 

detection of iodine. In order to investigate this further, cyclic 

voltammetry was used to determine the presence and, if possible, the 

identity of the interfering species. The experimental system and 

procedure is described in Chapter 2. All potentials listed are vs. 

a Ag/AgCI reference electrode. 

In a supporting electrolyte of 0.1 M NaCI04 , scans were run 

between +800 mV and approximately -1000 mV of the supporting 

electrolyte alone (Figure 5.23), 0.00975 M acetyl acetone in 0.1 M 

NaCI04 (Figure 5.24), 0.00975 M acetyl acetone in 0.1 M NaCI04 with 

increasing concentrations of iodine (Figure 5.25-5.27), and iodine 

in 0.1 M NaCI04 (Figure 5.28). The voltammogram of the 0.1 M NaCI04 

shows no waves in the potential window. The addition of 
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acetylacetone has no effect: the acetyl acetone shows no 

electroactivity in the potential window. With the addition of 

iodine, however, one observes the presence of three waves within the 

potential window. All three of these waves increase with increasing 

iodine concentration. One wave occurs at approximately +550 mV and 

is reversibile. The voltammogram of iodine alone in solution shows 

a reversible wave at approximately +550 mY. This corresponds to the 

literature values for iodine (57,58). 

The two other waves are irreversible reduction waves that 

occur at approximately -50 mY, and -700 mY. They appear to be 

products of the reaction of acetylacetone with iodine. The wave 

that occurs at -50 mV also shows appreciable current at 0 mY. This 

species appears to be the interfering species in the amperometric 

detection of iodine. 

In order to remove the effect of the interfering species, 

the potential of the amperometric detection was moved from 0 mV to 

about +200 mY. However, in the 0.2 M KI solution used in the 

regular iodination experiment, iodine could be seen forming at the 

working electrode. In order to account for this behavior, linear 

sweep voltammetry was conducted on a 0.2 M KI solution. The initial 

potential was -500 mY, and the scan was in the positive direction. 

At approximately -50 mY, the current began increasing very rapidly, 

indicating oxidation of the iodide to iodine. Small amounts of 

iodine were then generated in the solution. Scans showed an 

increase in the cathodic current with increasing iodine 
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concentration, but oxidatIon to iodine still occured at -50 mV 

(Figure 5.29). 

One final experiment was performed to confirm that the 

interfering species at -50 mV was a reaction product. Linear sweep 

voltammograms were run ou 0.2 M KI solutions containing 0.0915 M 

acetylacetone. Sweeps were run with no iodine added to the 

solution, anq with increasing amounts of iodine generated in 

solution. The yellow color of the iodine was discharged very 

quickly, indicating complete reaction of the iodine with the 

acetylacetone. The reduction current increased as the amount of 

iodine generated increased, and oxidation of the iodide occured at 

-50 mV (Figure 5.30). This proved that the interfering species is a 

product of the reaction between acetyl acetone and iodine. It also 

showed that the potential for the amperometric detection could not 

be shifted to a more positive potential since the redox potential 

of the iodine/iodide couple shifted very far in the negative 

direction in 0.2 M KI. 

In more dilute solutions of KI, however, it was found that 

the iodine/iodide redox couple was only slightly shifted to more 

negative potentials (Figure 5.31). The solution consisted of a 

supporting electrolyte of 0.1 M NaN03 and 0.006 M Nal. The NaN03 

showed no elect~oactivity in the potential window (Figure 5.32). 

Iodine and acetyl acetone were added to the solution, and the cyclic 

voltammogram of the soluton showed the iodine/iodide couple at about 

+450 mY, and the iodinated acetyl acetone reduction wave at 0 mV 
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(Figure 5.33). At approximately +200 mY, the current was at 

background levels. It was decided to try monitoring the iodination 

of acetylacetone amperometrically at +200 mV in a solution of 0.1 M 

NaN0 3 and 0.006 M NaI. However, the rate of generation of iodine in 

0.006 M NaI was about half that of 0.2 M RI. Therefore, no 

comparison could be made with the FIA detection. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

These projects, as in any research project, raise as many 

questions as they answer. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss 

research projects suggested by the results of these projects. 

Copper Metal Corrosion Study 

Future work in the copper metal corrosion study would center 

on the study of ligands that significantly increase the rate of 

reaction between the copper metal and the copper (II). This study 

would be done using fast injection FlA. The use of fast injection 

FIA would allow more data points to be obtained in the initial 60 to 

90 seconds of the reaction than can be obtained using conventional 

FlA. The ligands to be studied would include a-picoline and 

neocuproine. A more in depth study, including a study of the effect 

of pH and [Cu+2 ]o, as well as [ligand] on the rate of reaction would 

be carried out. 

Deconvolution of Overlapping Peaks 

The iterative curve fitting/digital subtraction method of 

deconvolution has been shown to be an effective method for 

deconvoluting overlapping FIA peaks. It is, however, a labor 

intensive process to fit each peak in an experiment, especially if 

that experiment has a large numer of peaks. Another deconvolution 
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method that has been applied to other areas of chemical analysis and 

that we have tried with FIA is Fourier transform analysis (59). 

Fourier Transform Analysis 

The Fourier transform is a method of approximating a 

function as a summation of a series of sine waves that are multiples 

of a single fundamental frequency (48). The data may be represented 

by a pair of equations known as the Fourier transform pair (46) 

F(v) J f(t)exp(-i[2n]vt}dt 
-~ 

f(t) J F(v)exp(i[2n]vt)dt 
-~ 

F(v) is the frequency-amplitude function, and f(t) is the time-

amplitude function. The symbol v refers to frequency, t refers to 

time, and i = J-l. One important theorem of Fourier analysis is 

that convolution in the time domain is the equivalent of 

multiplication in the frequency domain (48). 

Fourier transform analysis has found a great deal of use in 

chemical analysis, especially in spectroscopy and signal processing 

(60). A paper by Horlick (61) describes the use of Fourier 

transform analysis to perform smoothing, differentiation, and 

resolution enhancement of spectral signals. We have used both 

smoothing and resolution enhancement techniques similar to those 

described by Horlick in the deconvolution of overlapping FIA peaks. 
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As in the reF deconvolution method, the purpose of the 

Fourier Transform (FT) deconvolution method is to remove the effect 

of the response function from the output function. As mentioned 

above, convolution of two signals in the time domain is the 

equivlent of multiplying the Fourier transforms (frequency domain) 

of the two signals and performing an inverse transform of the 

resulting signal to convert it to the time domain. Deconvolution of 

two convoluted signals may then be accomplished by dividing the 

Fourier transform of the convoluted signal by the Fourier tranform 

of one of the individual signals to obtain the Fourier transform of 

the other signal. 

Application of Fourier Tranform Analysis 
to Flow Injection Analysis 

In FIA, the output function, the series of overlapping peaks 

seen by the detector, is the convolution of the input function and 

the response function of the FIA system. The input function is a 

function of the number, interval between, and concentration of the 

injections, and the response function is the process that occurs 

inside the FIA system that causes the dispersion of the sample plug. 

The deconvolution of the output function is accomplished by 

dividing the Fourier transform of the output function by the Fourier 

transform of the response function. The result should be the 

Fourier transform of the input function. The result of an inverse 

Fourier transform on this function is the input function. 
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We initially tried the FT method by using the result of a 

single injection as the response function of the FIA system. The 

problem with this approach was made apparent when using synthetic 

data. A synthetic output file was generated by combining two peaks 

of equal intensity using the model equation shown in Chapter 2. A 

synthetic response function was generated by using the same equation 

to generate a single peak. When the deconvolution of the output 

function was performed, the result was essentially two delta 

functions of equal intensity. This deconvolution process makes the 

implicit assumption that the injections are infinitely narrow, 

obviously an incorrect assumption. 

The problem, therefore, is how to determine the response 

function of the FIA system. The focus of this project would be to 

model the input function for a single injections. If the input 

function could be correctly determined, then it could be used to 

deconvolve the input function from the output fuction resulting from 

a single injection. The result of such a deconvolution would be the 

actual response function of the FIA system. This response function 

could then be used to deconvolve a series of overlapping peaks to 

obtain the input function. 

Acetylacetone/lodine Study 

In this project, we were able to determine the order of the 

reaction with respect to the acetylacetone concentration and the 

rate constant of the reaction. The experiments in this work were 

carried out by generating iodine in the presence of the 
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acetylacetone. Because of this, we were unable to determine the 

order of the reaction with respect to the iodine concnetration, 

since the concentration of the iodine varied not only as a function 

of its rate of coulometric generation, but also as a function of its 

rate of reaction with the acetylacetone. A different technique must 

be used to determine the order of the reaction with respect to the 

iodine concentration. 

Stopped flow FIA can be used in such a case. In this 

technique, a known concentration of iodine is injected into a 

carrier stream. The carrier stream contains the acetyl acetone and 

hydrochloric acid. The sample plug is then transported very rapidly 

to the flow cell, where the carrier stream is then stopped. The 

change in concentration of the iodine can then be followed as a 

function of time. From this data, it should be possible to 

determine the kinetics of the reaction of acetyl acetone and iodine. 

In addition to monitoring the iodine concentration as a function of 

time, the pH would also be monitored since the reaction should 

produces HI. 
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APPENDIX A 

ASYST PROGRAMS 

An IBM-PC was used to control the FIA experiments in the 

deconvolution work discussed in Chapter 4 and in the 

acetyl acetone/iodine work discussed in Chapter 5. The programs 

written to control these experiments were written using ASYST 

(Macmillan Software) version 1.51 and 1.53. The documented listings 

for the major programs used in these experiments are shown below. 

The size of all of the data arrays are integral multiples of two in 

order to provide for ease of use by Fourier transform techniques, 

and a routine in CALIB2.DMO records the data for a single injection 

for use as a response function. These provisions may be useful to a 

future experimenter. However, all of the experiments performed in 

Chapters 4 and 5 were analyzed using the iterative curve 

fitting/digital subtraction technique. 

CALIB2.DMO 

CALIB2.DMO is used to record the calibration curve used in 

the kinetics work. It is as much as possible to be a general 

program for use with any type of experiment. The raw data are 

stored on disk for subsequent use by the program CALDECON.DMO. The 

data files are stored under a .DAT extension. 
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\ CALIB. DMO. V2 
\ VERSION 2 OF CALIB 
\ VERSION 2 DOES NOT USE THE EXTERNAL TRIGGER TO START TASKING 
\ 
\ CALIB IS DESIGNED TO TAI<E CALIBRATION CURVE DATA FOR 
\ KINETICS EXPERIMENTS. 
\ 

DOGS NOP ; 
\ 
\ DEFINE ARRAYS, SCALARS, AND STRINGS 
\ 
REAL 

DIM[ 4 ] ARRAY PARAMETERS 
PARAMETERS 

\ 

\ 

DIM[ 10 ] ARRAY CONC 

SCALAR S.PERIOD 
SCALAR CONV.DELAY 

INTEGER 

\ 

\ 

DIM[ 2048 ] ARRAY DATA.ARRAY 

SCALAR BASE 
SCALAR TEMP.REPEAT 
SCALAR N 
SCALAR M 
SCALAR COUNT 
SCALAR DELAY 

SCALAR DATA. RATE 

SCALAR INJ.RATE 
SCALAR ;tSTDS 

SCALAR 1tTIMES 

SCALAR MAX.#.POINTS 

SCALAR TSK.PERIOD 
SCALAR TSK.1.MOD 
SCALAR TSK.2.MOD 
SCALAR TSK.3.MOD 
SCALAR TSK.1.PHASE 
SCALAR TSK.2.PHASE 
SCALAR TSK.3.PHASE 

DP. INTEGER 
SCALAR ADDER 

\ 
100 TEMP.REPEAT := 

\DUMMY WORD 

\ ARRAY FOR EXPERIMENTAL 

\ ARRAY FOR STANDARD CONC'NS 

\ SYNC.PERIOD 
\ CONVERSION DELAY 

\ ARRAY FOR RAW DATA 

\ BASE LINE VALUE 
\ TEMPLATE REPEAT 
\ COUNTER VARIABLE 
\ DITTO 
\ DITTO AGAIN 
\ NUMBER OF TIMES TO GET 

'\ BASELINE VALUE 
\ TIMES PER SECOND TO READ 

\ AID 
\ TIME BETWEEN INJECTIONS 
\ NUMBER OF STANDARDS TO 

\ INJECT 
\ NUMBER ON INJECTIONS PER 

\ STANDARD 
\ MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS 

\ IN EXP 
\ TASK PERIOD 
\ TASK 1 MODULO 
\ TASK 2 MODULO 
\ TASK 3 MODULO 
\ TASK 1 PHASE 
\ TASK 2 PHASE 
\ TASK 3 PHASE 

\ SUMMATION REGISTER FOR 
\ BASELINE 

\ SET TEMPLATE HE PEAT 
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\ 

.15 CONV.DELAY := 
50 TSK.PERIOD := 

INTEGER 
DIM[ TEMP.REPEAT ] ARRAY RESPONSE 

TEMpr~AT 

\ 

\ BUFFER ARRAY FOR A/D.l 

14 STRING FILE. NAME \ NAME OF DATA FILE 
\ 
o 0 19 79 WINDOW {PLOT.WINDOW} 
20 0 24 79 WINDOW {TXT.WINDOW} 
\ 
\ BEGIN DEFINING WORDS 
\ 
\ DT2805.PARAMETERS ESTABLISHES TEMPLATES FOR ALL DIGITAL AND ANALOG 
\ I/O 
\ 

\ 

DT2800 
1 1 A/D.TEMPLATE A/D.1 

RESPONSE CYCLIC TEMPLATE.BUFFER 
2 A/D. GAIN 

4 DIGITAL. TEMPLATE PUMP 

04, DIGITAL.MASK 
5 DIGITAL. TEMPLATE VALVE 

01, DIGITAL. MASK 

\ DEFINE TYPE OF BOARD 
\ NAME A/D TEMPLATE AND 

\ DEFINE CHANNELS 
\ DEFINE TEMPLATE BUFFER 
\ A/D RANGE = 0.0 - 0.10 

\ VOLTS FS. 
\ DIGITAL I/O BIT TO TOGGLE 

\ PUMP 
\ USE BIT 2 ONLY, PORT 0 
\ DIGITAL I/O BIT TO TOGGLE 

\ VALVE 
\ USE BIT 0 ONLY, PORT 1 

\ INITIALIZE. BOARD SETS UP ALL TASKS AND INITIALIZES EVERYTHING 
\ 

\ 

A/D.l TEMP.REPEAT TEMPLATE.REPEAT 
A/D.1 CONV.DELAY CONVERSION.DELAY 
A/D.l A/D. INIT 
PUMP DIGITAL.INIT 
PUMP RESET.BITS 
VALVE DIGITAL. IN IT 
VALVE RESET.BITS 

\ SET TEMPLATE REPEAT FACTOR 
\ SET CONVERSION DELAY 
\ INITIALIZE A/D.l TEMPLATE 
\ INITIALIZE PUMP TEMPLATE 
\ ... AND BE SURE IT IS OFF 
\ INITIALIZE VALVE TEMPLATE 
\ ... AND BE SURE IT IS OFF 

\ INITIALIZE. TASKS INITIALIZES TASI(S FOR EACH STANDARD RUN 
\ 

INITIALIZE. TASKS 
CLEAR. TASKS 
TSK.PERIOD TASK. PERIOD 
A/D.l 1 TASK A/D.IN>ARRAY 
TSK.1.MOD 1 TASK.MODULO 
VALVE 2 TASK SET.BITS 
TSK.2.MOD 2 TASK.MODULO 
VALVE 3 TASK RESET.BITS 
TSK.3.MOD 3 TASK.MODULO 

\ CLEAR TASK TABLE 
\ ASSIGN TASK PERIOD 
\ ASSIGN TASK 1 
\ ASSIGN TASK MODULO 
\ ASSIGN TASK 2 
\ ASSIGN TASK 2 MODULO 
\ ASSIGN TASK 3 
\ ASSIGN TASK 3 MODULO 
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\ 

tFTIMES 2 TASK. ITERATIONS 

#TIMES 3 TASK. ITERATIONS 
PRIME. TASKS 
TSK.1.PHASE 1 TASK.PHASE 
TSK.2.PHASE 2 TASK. PHASE 
TSK.3.PHASE ~ TASK. PHASE 

\ SET.SCREEN SETS UP GRAPHICS AREA 
\ 

\ 

SET. SCREEN 
{PLOT.WINDOW} 
SCREEN.CLEAR 
GRAPHICS.DISPLAY 

O .. 2 VUPORT.ORIG 
1 .. 8 VUPORT.SIZE 
HORIZONTAL 

GRID. OFF 
VERTICAL 

GRID. OFF 

\ NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR 
\ TASK 2 

\ DITTO FOR TASK 3 

\ INITIAL DELAY FOR TASI( 1 
\ DITTO FOR TASK 2 
\ DITTO FOR TASK 3 

\ GO TO PLOT.WINDOW 

\ CLEAR SCREEN AND SET UP 
\ GRAPHICS 

\ ESTABLISH VUPORT 

\ BASELINE IS USED TO ADJUST THE ZERO ON THE DETECTOR TO AN 
\ APPROPIATE VALUE 

\ 
BASELINE 

BEGIN 
{PLOT. WINDm'J} 
SCREEN. CLEAR 
{TXT. WINDO~I} 
SCREEN. CLEAR 

60 DELAY := 
o ADDER := 
1 COUNT := 
500 SYNC.PERIOD 
CR ." GET READY TO RUN BASELINE .. 
CR ." HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE .. 
{PLOT.WINDOW} 
KEY DROP 
PUMP SET. BITS 
A/D.1 
BEGIN 

SYNCHRONIZE 
A/D.IN>ARRAY 
RESPONSE MEAN FIX 
DUP . CR 
ADDER + ADDER :~ 

COUNT 1 + COUNT := 

\ CLEAR PLOT AREA 

\ CLEAR TEXT AREA 
\ 30 SEC AT 2 POINTS PER SEC 

\ WAIT FOR KEY TO BEGIN 
\ TURN PUMP ON 
\ SPECIFY TEMPLATE 

\ SYNCRONIZATION LOOP 
\ READ VALUES INTO ARRAY 
\ GET AVERAGE VALUE 
\ COPY IT AND PRINT IT 
\ ... SUM IT WITH PREVIOUS 

\ VALUES 
\ TALLY ANOTHER LOOP 
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COUNT DELAY > 
UNTIL 
PUMP RESET.BITS 
ADDER COUNT 1 - I BASE := 
{TXT. vHNDOW} 
CR "AVERAGE VALUE FOR BASELINE 

CR ." RUN BASELINE AGAIN? (YIN) " 

\ FINAL POINT? 

" BASE . \ PRINT OUT AVERAGE 
\ BASELINE 

\ VALUE AND 
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"INPUT 1 "LEFT" Y" "= NOT 
\ DECIDE WHETHER 

\ OR NOT TO RUN 
\ IT AGAIN 

UNTIL 
, 
\ 
\ ENTER. PARAMETERS IS USED TO ENTER EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS 
\ 

ENTER. PARAMETERS 
NORMAL.DISPLAY 
SCREEN. CLEAR 
CR ." EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS" 
CR ." DATA ACQUISITION RATE" #INPUT DUP DATA.RATE := PARAMETERS 

[ 1 ] : = 
CR "NUMBER OF STANDARDS" #INPUT DUP #STDS := PARAMETERS [ 2 ] 

CR "NUM OF INJECTIONS PER STND " ~tINPUT DUP #TIMES : = 
PARAMETERS [ 3 ] := 

CR ." TIME BETWEEN INJECTIONS " 4tINPUT DUP INJ. RATE : = PARAMETERS 
[ 4 ] : = 

\ 

, 
\ 

1. DATA.RATE I 1000. * S.PERIOD := 
S.PERIOD TSK.PERIOD I TSK.1.MOD := 
INJ.RATE 1000. * TSK.PERIOD I DUP TSK.2.MOD := TSK.3.MOD := 
5000. TSK.PERIOD I DUP TSK.1.PHASE := TSK.2.PHASE .-
2000. TSK.PERIOD I TSK.2.PHASE + TSK.3.PHASE := 
1024 MAX.#.POINTS := 

\ OPEN.DATA.FILE IS USED TO CREATE AND OPEN FILE ON DISK 
\ 

OPEN.DATA.FILE 
{TXT. vIINDOvJ} 
SCREEN. CLEAR 
FILE. TEMPLATE 

4 COMMENTS 
REAL DIM[ 4 ] SUBFILE 
REAL DIM[ #STDS ] SUBFILE 
INTEGER DIM[ 1024 ] SUBFILE 

tf:STDS TIMES 
END 

\ SET UP DATA FILE TEMPLATE 

CR ." ENTER DATA FILE NAME" "INPUT FILE.NAME 11._ .-



FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.CREATE 

FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.OPEN 

\ 

\ FILE IS CREATED AND OPENED 
\ NOW AND 

\ WHITTEN TO LATER 

\ GET.DATA PERFORMS THE ACTUAL DATA ACQUISITION 
\ 

:= 

GET.DATA 
S.PERIOD SYNC.PERIOD \ SET SYNCRONIZATION PERIOD 
1 N := \ COUNT NUMBER OF STANDARDS 

BEGIN 
SET. SCREEN 
INITIALIZE. TASKS 
1 COUNT := 
{TXT. WINDot'l} 

\ DONE 

CR "ENTER CONCENTRATION OF STANDARD :It" N . #INPUT CONC [ N ] 

CR ." GET READY TO RUN EXPERIMENT .. 
CR ." HIT ANY KEY TO START DATA ACQUISITION .. 
{PLOT.WINDOW} 
KEY DROP 
PUMP SET.BITS 
A/D.1 
TRIGGER. TASKS 
5000 MSEC.DELAY 
BEGIN 

SYNCHRONIZE 
RESPONSE MEAN FIX 
DATA. ARRAY [ COUNT 
COUNT 1 + COUNT := 

COUNT MAX.#.POINTS > 
UNTIL 
STOP. TASKS 
VALVE RESET. BITS 
PUMP RESET.BITS 
BELL 
1024 RAMP .1 * 

:= 

DATA.ARRAY SUB[ 1 , 1024 ] 
XY.AUTO.PLOT 

{TXT.WINDOW} 
SCREEN. CLEAR 

\ TURN PUMP ON 
\ SPECIFY AID TEMPLATE 
\ START TRIGGERING TASKS 
\ WAIT 5 SECONDS 
\ START ACQUIRING DATA 

\ GET MEAN VALUE 
\ STORE IN DATA ARRAY 
\ INDEX IN DATA ARRAY 

\ INCREMENTED 
\ ALL POINTS TAKEN? 

\ STOP TASKING, 
\ TURN OFF VALVE 
\ AND PUMP 

\ PLOT ARRAY AND DECIDE 
\ WHETHER OR NOT 

CR ." STORE THIS DATA SET? (YIN) " \ 
"INPUT 1 "LEFT" N" "= NOT 

TO STORE THE DATA 

IF 
N 2 + SUBFILE DATA.ARRAY SUB[ 1 , 1024 ] ARRAY>FILE 

ELSE 

\ IF YES, WRITE THE ARRAY TO 
\ FILE 
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\ 

\ 
\ 

N 1 - N := 

THEN 

N 1 + N := 

N 4tSTDS > 

UNTIL 

1 SUBFILE PARAMETERS ARRAY>FILE 

\ IF NO, DECR N BY 1 SO THAT 
\ WHEN IT IS 

\ INCREMENTED, IT REMAINS 
\ THE SAME 

\ IF YES, INCREMENT NAND 
\ GO TO NXT ST 

\ LAST STANDARD? IF NOT, 
\ KEEP GOING 

\ IF YES, FINISH WRITING 
\ ARRAYS TO FILE 

2 SUBFILE CONC SUB[ 1 , #STDS ] ARRAY>FILE 
5 1 DO \ A~D FILL IN COMMENTS 

CR ." COMMENT 
"INPUT I >COMMENT 

LOOP 
FILE. CLOSE 
NORMAL. DISPLAY 

" 

\ AND CLOSE THE FILE 

\ GET.RESP IS USED TO RECORD A SINGLE INJECTION FOR USE AS RESPONSE 
\ FUNCTION. 
\ 

GET.RESP 
CR ." NAME OF RESPONSE DATA FILE" "INPUT FILE.NAME 
FILE. TEMPLATE 

1 COMMENTS 
INTEGER DIM[ 2048 ] SUBFILE 

END 
FILE. NAME DEFER> FILE. CREATE 
2048 MAX.#.POINTS := 
10. DATA.RATE := 
1 #STDS := 
1 4nIMES : = 

204.8 INJ,RATE := 
1 COUNT := 
SET.SCREEN 
INITIALIZE.TASKS 
{TXT.WINDOW} 
CR ." HIT ANY KEY TO START DATA AQUISITION " 
{PLOT.WINDOW} 
KEY DROP 
PUMP SET.BITS 
A/D.l 
TRIGGER. TASKS 
5000 MSEC.DELAY 
BEGIN 

SYNCHRONIZE 
RESPONSE MEAN FIX 
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\ 

, 
\ 

DATA.ARRAY [COUNT := 
COUNT 1 + COUNT := 
COUNT MAX.I.POINTS > 

UNTIL 
STOP. TASKS 
VALVE RESET.BITS 
PUMP RESET.BITS 
BELL 
2048 RAMP .1 * 
DATA. ARRAY 
XY.AUTO.PLOT 
{TXT.WINDOW} 
SCREEN. CLEAR 
CR ." STORE THIS RESPONSE FUNCTION? " "INPUT 
1 "LEFT " N" "= NOT 
IF 

CR ." COMMENT " "INPUT 
FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.OPEN 
1 >COMMENT 
1 SUBFILE DATA. ARRAY ARRAY>FILE 
FILE.CLOSE 

THEN 

MAIN 
ENTER. PARAMETERS 
BASELINE 
OPEN.DATA.FILE 
GET. DATA 
GET.RESP 

\ MAIN ROUTINE 

\ LETS GO TO THE HOUSE AND HAVE A BEER 
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CALDECON.DMO 

CALDECON.DMO reads the raw data file created by CALIB2.DMO 

and deconvolves the data using the the iterative curve

fitting/digital subraction deconvolution discussed in Chapter 4. 

The fitting function is the tanks-in-series function. 

The program determines the N, the number of tanks, T, the 

mean residence time per tank, S, a scaling factor, the time of 

maximum peak height, and the peak height. It prints out these 

parameters for each peak, and stores them on disk as an "adjusted" 

file, indicated by a .ADJ extension. 
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\ CALDECON.DMO.V1 
\ CALDECON IS DESINGED TO OBTAIN EXPERIMENTAL CONSTANTS FOR A SET 
\ OF CALIBRATION DATA 
\ 

CATS NOP ; 
\ 
\ DEFINE ARRAYS, SCALARS, AND STRINGS 
\ 
DP.REAL 

DIM[ 1024 ] ARRAY FULL.OUTPUT 
DIM[ 1024 ] ARRAY FULL. PEAK 
DIM[ 5 , 5 ] ARRAY FULL. CONSTANT 

REAL 
DIM[ 10 ] ARRAY FULL.CONC 
SCALAR MIN.BASE 
SCALAR MAX. BASE 
SCALAR AVG.BASE 
SCALAR THRESHHOLD 
SCALAR INJ.INTERVAL 

INTEGER 

\ 

SCALAR NDEX 
SCALAR tFTIMES 
SCALAR ~FSTDS 

SCALAR M 
SCALAR N 
SCALAR #'POINTS 

SCALAR BREAI(. FLAG 
SCALAR AUTO.FLAG 

SCALAR SMOOTH. FLAG 
SCALAR MAX.#.POINTS 

14 STRING DATA.FILE.NAME 
14 STRING ADJ.FILE.NAME 
\ 
\ INITIALIZE ARRAYS AND FLAGS 
\ 
o FULL.OUTPUT := 
o FULL. PEA( : = 

o FULL. CONSTANTS .-
o AUTO. FLAG := 
o BREAK.FLAG := 
o SMOOTH.FLAG := 
\ 
\ TIME (X) AXIS 
\ 

TIME 
MAX.#.POINTS RAMP .1 * 

\ DUMMY WORD 

\ ARRAY FOR RAW DATA 
\ ARRAY FOR FITTED PEAK 
\ ARRAY FOR 5 PEAK 
\ PARAMETERS FOR UP TO 5 
\ INJECTIONS PER STANDARD 

\ CONC OF EACH STANDARD 
\ MINIMUM BASLrNE VALUE 
\ MAXIMIM BASELINE VALUE 
\ AVG BASELINE VALUE 
\ PEAK THRESHHOLD 
\ SECONDS BETWEEN INJECTIONS 

\ POINTER FOR ARRAY "OUTPUT" 
\ # OF INJECT INS PER STD 
\ # OF STANDARDS 
\ COUNTER FOR #STDS 
\ COUNTER FOR #TIMES 
\ # OF POINTS USED TO FIT 
\ PEAK 
\ PAUSE PROG BETWEEN FITS 
\ LET PROG FIT ALL PEAK 
\ AUTOMATICALLY 
\ SMOOTH DATA BEFOR FITTING 
\ MAX # POINTS IN DATA FILE 

\ NAME OF RAW DATA FILE 
\ NAME OF ADJUSTED DATA FILE 



. 
\ 
\ SUBARRAY OF FULL. OUTPUT, USED FOR RAW DATA 
\ 

OUTPUT 
FULL. OUTPUT SUB[ 1 , MAX.#.POINTS ] 

, 
\ 
\ SUBARRAY OF FULL.PEAI< FOR FITTED PEAl< 
\ 

PEAK 
FULL.PEAK SUB[ 1 , MAX.~t.POINTS ] 

\ 
\ SUBARRAY OF FULL.CONSTANTS FOR PEAK PARAMETERS 
\ 

CONST 
FULL.CONSTANTS SUB[ 1 , 5 ; 1 , #TIMES ] 

, 
\ 
\ SUBARRAY OF FULL.CONC FOR] STANDARD CONCENTRATIONS 
\ 

CONC 
FULL.CONC SUB[ 1 , #STDS 

, 
\ 
\ DETERMINES FACTORIAL (!) OF A NUMBER 
\ 

FACTORIAL 
1. + LNGAMMA EXP 

\ 
\ REINITIALIZES ARRAYS, COUNTERS, AND FLAGS 
\ 

\ 

RESET 
o AVG.BASE := 
o N := 
o NDEX := 
o FULL.CONSTANTS .-
o AUTO.FLAG := 
o BREAK.FLAG 
STACK. CLEAR 

\ DETERMINES BASELINE AND PEAK THRESHHOLD 
\ 

BASE.LINE 
OUTPUT SUB[ 
MAX. BASE := 
MIN.BASE := 
OUTPUT SUB[ 

1 , 40 []MIN/MAX 

1 , 40 ] MEAN 
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AVG.BASE := 
MAX. BASE MIN.BASE - 2. * AVG.BASE + THRESHHOLD := 

, 
\ 
\ ROTATES DATA ARRAY LEFT TO POSITION PEAK AT Y AXIS FOR FITTING 
\ 

, 
\ 

ROTATE.OUTPUT 
1 N = 
IF 

o NDEX := 
BEGIN 

NDEX 1 + NDEX := 
OUTPUT [ NDEX ] THRESHHOLD >= 

UNTIL 
OUTPUT NDEX 1 - NEG ROTATE OUTPUT := 

ELSE 
OUTPUT [ 1 ] THRESHHOLD >= 
IF 

OUTPUT 1] THRESHHOLD := 
THEN 
NDEX INJ.INTERVAL + NDEX := 
OUTPUT INJ.INTERVAL NEG ROTATE OUTPUT .
BEGIN 

NDEX 1 - NDEX := 
OUTPUT 1 ROTATE OUTPUT := 
OUTPUT [ 1 ] THRESHHOLD < 

UNTIL 
OUTPUT -1 ROTATE OUTPUT := 
NDEX 1 + NDEX := 

THEN 

\ DECIDE HOW MANY POINTS TO USE TO FIT A PEAK, AND ENTER STARTING 
\ VALUES FOR PEAK FITTING PARAMETERS 
\ OPTION TO AUTO FIT REMAINING PEAKS. AUTO FIT USES THE PARAMETERS 
\ OF THE PRECEEDING PEAK AS INTIAL VALUES 
\ 

PEAIC SIZE 
AUTO. FLAG 1 <> 
IF 

OUTPUT SUB[ 1 , 100 ] 
Y.AUTO.PLOT 
." ENTER NUMBER OF POINTS FOR PEAK # " N . ~FINPUT #POINTS : = 

NORMAL.DISPLAY 
CR "PEAK ~F" N 
CR "INITIAL GUESS - # TANKS" #INPUT CONST [ 1 , N ] := 
CR "INITIAL GUESS - MEAN RESIDENCE TIME " ftINPUT CONST [ 2 , 

N ] .-
CR "INITIAL GUESS - SCALE " ~FINPUT CONST [3 N]: = 
CR "FIT REMAINING PEAKS AUTOMATICALLY? (YIN) " "INPUT CR 
" V" "::: 
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\ 

IF 
1 AUTO.FLAG := 
o BREAK.FLAG := 

THEN 
ELSE 

CONST [ 1 , N 1 - ] CONST [ 1 , N ] := 
CONST [ 2 , N 1 - ] CONST [ 2 , N ] := 
OUTPUT SUB[ 1 , #POINTS ] []MAX CONST [ 3 , N ] := 

THEN 

\ FITTING FUNCTION USED IN CURVE.FIT ROUTINE 
\ 

\ 

EVAL.TANKS 
DUP 
NEG CONST [ 2 , N ] / EXP 
SWAP 
CONST [ 2 , N ] / CaNST [ 1 , N ] 1. - ** 
* 
CaNST [ 1 N ] 1. - FACTORIAL 1. S\vAP / 

* 
1. CaNST [ 2 , N ] / 
* 
CaNST [ 3 , N ] * 
AVG.BASE + 

\ GENERATES A TANKS IN SERIES FUNCTION BASED ON DETERMINED FITTING 
\ PARAMETERS TO BE SUBTRACTED FROM THE OUTPUT FUNCTION 
\ 

\ 

MAKE. TANKS 
TIME NEG CaNST [ 2 , N ] / EXP 
TIME CaNST [ 2 ,N / CaNST [ 1 , N ] 1. - ** 
* 
CaNST [ 1 , N ] 1. - FACTORIAL 1. SWAP / 

* 
1. CONST [ 2 , N ] / 
* 
CaNST [ 3 , N ] * 
AVG.BASE + 
PEAK := 

\ PERFORMS THE ACTUAL CURVE FIT 
\ 

FIT. IT 
CURVE.PIT[ TIME SUB[ 1 , #POINTS ] , OUTPUT SUB[ 1 , #POINTS ] 

EVAL.TANKS 
CONST [ 1 , N ] , CaNST [ 2 , N ] , CONST [ 3 , N ] ] 

ONERR: 
?ERROH4t 155 = 
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, 
\ 

IF 
." ERROR 155 - INVALID 8087 OPERATION" 
STACK. CLEAR 
MYSELF 

ELSE 
?ERROR# ERROR 

THEN 

\ SUBTRACTS THE SYNTHETIC PEAK, CALCULATED FROM THE PARAMETERS 
\ OF THE PEAK JUST FITTED, FROM THE OUTPUT FUNCTION 
\ 

, 

SUBTRACT. PEAl{ 
OUTPUT PEAK - OUTPUT := 
OUTPUT AVG.BASE + OUTPUT := 

\ PRINTS HEADING FOR PRINTOUT OF RESULTS 
\ 

HEADING 
12 EMIT 
." DATA FILE NAME - " DATA.FILE.NAME "TYPE 
CR "STANDARD # " M . 5 SPACES " CONCENTRATION = " CONC [ M ] . 
CR 

\ TYPES RESULTS TO SCREEN. WHEN OUT>PRINTER FUNCTION IS ACTIVATED, 
\ IT SENDS RESULTS TO PRINTER\ 

TYPE.RESULTS 
CR PEAK ~F" N . 
CR TANKS "CONST [ 1 , N ] 
CR MRT = " CONST [ 2 , N ] 
CR SCALE = " CONST [ 3 , N ] 
CR PEAK HEIGHT = " CONST [ 4 , N 
CR PEAK TIME = " CONST [ 5 , N ] 
CR 

\ SENDS RESULTS TO PRINTER 
\ 

\ 

PRINT.RESULTS 
OUT>PRINTER 
HEADING 
1tTIMES 0 DO 

I 1 -I- N := 
TYPE.RESULTS 

LOOP 
CONSOLE 

\ DETERMINES PEAK MAXIMUM AND TIME OF MAXIMUM 
\ 

PEAK. HEIGHT/TIME 
PEAK []MAX CONST [ 4 , N ] := 
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, 
\ 

t/.·POINTS 1 + 1 DO 
PEAK [ I ] CONST [4 N] 
IF 

I FLOAT NDEX FLOAT + 10. I CONST [ 5 , N ] .-
LEAVE 

THEN 
LOOP 

\ READS RELAVENT DATA AND COMMENTS FROM RAW DATA FUE AND CREATES 
\ ADJUSTED DATA FILE 
\ 
\ 

, 
\ 

SET.UP.FUE 
DATA.FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.OPEN 
1 COMMENT> 
2 COMMENT> 
3 COMMENT> 
4 COMMENT> 
2 SUBFILE FILE>UNNAMED.ARRAY 
FILE.CLOSE 
FILE.TEMPLATE 

4 COMMENTS 
REAL DIM[ #STDS ] SUBFILE 
REAL DIM[ 5 , #TIMES ] SUBFILE 
#STDS TIMES 

END 
ADJ.FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.CREATE 
ADJ. FILE. NAME DEFER> FILE. OPEN 
4 >COMMENT 
3 >COMMENT 
2 >COMMENT 
1 >COMMENT 
1 SUBFILE ARRAY>FILE 
FILE.CLOSE 

\ CALLS RAW DAT FROM DISK, SMOOTHS IT IF THAT IS REQUESTED, AND 
\ STORES IT IN ARRAY "OUTPUT" FOR SUBSEQUENT USE 
\ 

\ 

READ. DATA 
DATA. FILE. NAME DEFER> FILE. OPEN 
2 SUBFILE CONC FILE>ARRAY 
M 2 + SUBFILE OUTPUT FILE>ARRAY 
SMOOTH. FLAG 1 = 
IF 

OUTPUT SMOOTH OUTPUT .
THEN 
FILE.CLOSE 
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\ WRITES RESULTS OF FIT FOR THAT STANDARD TO DISK 
\ 

, 

WRITE. DATA 
ADJ.FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.OPEN 
M 1 + SUBFILE CONST ARRAY>FILE 
FILE.CLOSE 

\ ROUTINE TO ACUTALLY PERFORM THE FIT, SUBTRACT THE SYNTHETIC PEAK, 
\ AND OUTPUT THE RESULTS 
\ 

\ 

PIGS 
CR ." PEAK # " N . 
ROTATE.OUTPUT 
PEAI(. SIZE 
CR ." PEAK ~F " N . 
FIT. IT 
MAKE.TANKS 
PEAK. HEIGHT/TIME 
SUBTRACT. PEAK 
TYPE.RESULTS 
BREAK. FLAG 1 = 

IF 
BREAK 

THEN 
STACK. CLEAR 

\ SHOULD A PEAK BE FITTED POORLY, OR IF AN ERROR OCCURS, THIS 
\ ROUTINE ALLOWS REENTRY INTO THE FITTING PROCESS 
\ 

HAWGS 
BEGIN 

READ.DATA 
BASE.LINE 
1 N := 
o AUTO. FLAG := 
1 BREAK. FLAG := 
BEGIN 

PIGS 
WRITE. DATA 
N 1 + N := 
N #TIMES > 

UNTIL 
PRINT.RESULTS 
BREAK 
M 1 + M := 
M #STDS > 

UNTIL 
BELL BELL 

\ ENTER FILE NAMES, NUMBER OF STANDARDS, INJECTIONS PER STD, ETC. 
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\ 

, 
\ 

ENTER. VALUES 
STACK. CLEAR 
CR "NAME OF DATA FILE" "INPUT DATA.FILE.NAME ":= 
CR "NAME OF ADJUSTED DATA FILE" "INPUT ADJ.FILE.NAME ":= 
CR "NUMBER OF INJECTIONS" #INPUT #TIMES := 
CR "TIME BETWEEN INJECTIONS " #'INPUT 10. * INJ. INTERVAL : = 
CR "NUMBER OF STANDARDS" #INPUT #STDS := 
CR "MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS" #INPUT MAX.#.POINTS := 
CR "SMOOTH DATA? (YIN) " "INPUT 
1 "LEFT " Y" "= 
IF 

1 SMOOTH.FLAG .-
CR ." CUT OFF FREQUENCY" 
#INPUT SET.CUTOFF.FREQ 

ELSE 
o SMOOTH. FLAG .

THEN 
SET.UP.FILE 

\ MAIN ROUTINE 
\ 

FIT 
ENTER. VALUES 
1 M := 
HAWGS 
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KINET.DMO 

KINET.DMO is used to acquire raw data from a kinetics run 

and store it on disk as a data file for subseqent use by 

KINDECON.DMO. These data files are indicated by a .DAT extension. 
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\ (INET. DMO. Vl 
\ VERSION 1 OF KINET 
\ 
\ KINET IS DESIGNED TO TAKE KINETICS DATA FOR KINETICS EXPERIMENTS 
\ 
: DOGS NOP ; \ DUMMY WORD 
\ 
\ DEFINE ARRAYS, SCALARS, AND STRINGS 
\ 
REAL 

\ 

DIM[ 3 ] ARRAY PARAMETERS 

SCALAR S.PERIOD 
SCALAR CONV.DELAY 
SCALAR MINUTES 

SCALAR SECONDS 

\ 
INTEGER 

\ 

\ 

DIM[ 2048 ] ARRAY DATA.ARRAY 

SCALAR BASE 
SCALAR TEMP.REPEAT 
SCALAR N 
SCALAR COUNT 
SCALAR DELAY 

SCALAR DATA. RATE 

SCALAR INJ.RATE 
SCALAR ~J:TIMES 

SCALAR MAX.#.POINTS 

SCALAR TSK.PERIOD 
SCALAR TSK.l.MOD 
SCALAR TSI<.2.MOD 
SCALAR TSK.3.MOD 
SCALAR TSI<.l.PHASE 
SCALAR TSK.2.PHASE 
SCALAR TSI<.3.PHASE 

DP. INTEGER 
SCALAR ADDER 

BASELINE 
\ 

\ 

100 TEMP.REPEAT .
.15 CONV.DELAY := 
50 TS«. PEinOD : = 

\ ARRAY FOR EXPERIMENTAL 
\ PARAMETERS 

\ SYNC.PERIOD 
\ CONVERSION DELAY 
\ NUMBER OF MINUTES OF 

\ EXPERIMENT 
\ NUMBER OF SECONDS 

\ EXPERIMENT LASTS 

\ ARRAY FOR RAW DATA 

\ BASE LINE VALUE 
\ TEMPLATE REPEAT 
\ COUNTER VARIABLE 
\ DITTO AGAIN 
\ NUMBER OF TIMES TO GET 

\ BASELINE VALUE 
\ TIMES PER SECOND TO READ 

\ AID 
\ TIME BETWEEN INJECTIONS 
\ NUMBER OF INJECTIONS 
\ MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS 

\ IN EXP 
\ TASK PERIOD 
\ TASK 1 MODULO 
\ TASK 2 MODULO 
\ TASK 3 MODULO 
\ TASK 1 PHASE 
\ TASK 2 PHASE 
\ TASK 3 PHASE 

\ SUMMATION REGISTER FOR 

\ SET TEMPLATE REPEAT 
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INTEGER 
DIM[ TEMP.REPEAT ] ARRAY RESPONSE 

\ 
14 STRING FnE.NAME 
\ 
o 0 19 79 WINDOW {PLOT.WINDOW} 
20 0 24 79 WINDOW {TXT.WINDOW} 
\ 
\ BEGIN DEFINING WORDS 
\ 

\ NAME OF DATA FILE 

\ DT2805.PARAMETERS ESTABLISHES TEMPLATES FOR ALL DIGITAL AND ANALOG 
\ I/O 
\ 

\ 

DT2800 
1 1 A/D.TEMPLATE A/D.1 

RESPONSE CYCLIC TEMPLATE.BUFFER 
2 AID. GAIN 

4 DIGITAL.TEMPLATE PUMP 

04, DIGITAL.MASK 
5 DIGITAL. TEMPLATE VALVE 

01, DIGITAL.MASK 

\ DEFINE TYPE OF BOARD 
\ NAME AID TEMPLATE AND 

\ DEFINE CHANNELS 
\ SET TEMPLATE BUFFER 
\ AID RANGE = 0.0 - 0.10 

\ VOLTS FS. 
\ DIGITAL 1/0 BIT TO TOGGLE 

\ PUMP 
\ USE BIT 2 ONLY, PORT 0 
\ DIGITAL 1/0 BIT TO TOGGLE 

\ VALVE 
\ USE BIT 0 ONLY, PORT 1 

\ INITIALIZE. BOARD SETS UP ALL TASKS AND INITIALIZES EVERYTHING 
\ 

\ 

A/D.l TEMP.REPEAT TEMPLATE.REPEAT 
A/D.1 CONV.DELAY CONVERSION.DELAY 
A/D.l AID. INI'!' 
PUMP DIGITAL.INIT 
PUMP RESET.BITS 
VALVE DIGITAL.INIT 
VALVE RESET.BITS 

\ SET TEMPLATE REPEAT FACTOR 
\ SET CONVERSION DELAY 
\ INITIALIZE A/D.l TEMPLATE 
\ INITIALIZE PUMP TEMPLATE 
\ .,. AND BE SURE IT IS OFF 
\ INITIALIZE VALVE TEMPLATE 
\ ... AND BE SURE IT IS OFF 

\ INITIALIZE. TASKS INITIALIZES TASKS FOR EACH STANDARD RUN 
\ 

INITIALIZE. TASI{S 
CLEAR. TASKS 
TSK.PERIOD TASK. PERIOD 
A/D.l 1 TASK A/D.IN>ARRAY 
TSK.1.MOD 1 TASK.MODULO 
VALVE 2 TASK SET.BITS 
TSK.2.MOD 2 TASK.MODULO 
VALVE 3 TASK RESET.BITS 
TSK.3.MOD 3 TASK.MODULO 
#TIMES 2 TASK. ITERATIONS 

#TIMES 3 TASK. ITERATIONS 
PRIME. TASKS 

\ CLEAR TASK TABLE 
\ ASSIGN TASK PERIOD 
\ ASSIGN TASK 1 
\ ASSIGN TASK MODULO 
\ ASSIGN TASK 2 
\ ASSIGN TASK 2 MODULO 
\ ASSIGN TASK 3 
\ ASSIGN TASK 3 MODULO 
\ NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR 

\ TASK 2 
\ DITTO FOR TASK 3 
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\ 

TSK.l.PHASE 1 TASK.PHASE 
TSK.2.PHASE 2 TASK.PHASE 
TSK.3.PHASE 3 TASK. PHASE 

\ SET.SCREEN SETS UP GRAPHICS AREA 
\ 

\ 

SET. SCREEN 
{PLOT. \,11 NDOW} 
SCREEN. CLEAR 
GRAPHICS.DISPLAY 

O .. 2 VUPORf.ORIG 
1 .. 8 VUPORT.SIZE 
HORIZONTAL 

GRID. OFF 
VERTICAL 

GRID. OFF 

\ INITIAL DELAY FOR TASK 1 
\ DITTO FOR TASI{ 2 
\ DITTO FOR TASK 3 

\ GO TO PLOT.WINDOW 

\ CLEAR SCREEN AND SET UP 
\ GRAPHICS 
\ ESTABLISH VUPORT 

\ BASELINE IS USED TO ADJUST THE ZERO ON THE DETECTOR TO AN 
APPROPIATE VALUE 
\ 

BASELINE 
BEGIN 
{PLOT.WINDOW} 
SCREEN. CLEAR 
{TXT.WINDOW} 
SCREEN '. CLEAR 

60 DELAY := 
o ADDER := 
1 COUNT := 
500 SYNC.PERIOD 
CR ." GET READY TO RUN BASELINE" 
CR ." HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
{PLOT.WINDOW} 
KEY DROP 
PUMP SET.BITS 
A/D.1 
BEGIN 

SYNCHRONIZE 
A/D.IN>ARRAY 
RESPONSE MEAN FIX 
DUP . CR 
ADDER + ADDER .-

COUNT 1 + COUNT := 
COUNT DELAY > 

UNTIL 
PUMP RESET.BITS 
ADDER COUNT 1 - / BASE := 

\ CLEAR PLOT AREA 

\ CLEAR TEXT AREA 
\ 30 SEC AT 2 POINTS PER SEC 

\ WAIT FOR I\EY TO BEGIN 
\ TURN PUMP ON 
\ SPECIFY TEMPLATE 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

SYNCRONIZATION LOOP 
READ VALUES INTO ARRAY 
GET AVERAGE VALUE 

COpy IT AND PRINT IT 
\ ... SUM IT WITH PREVIOUS 

\ VALUES 
\ TALLY ANOTHER LOOP 
\ FINAL POINT? 
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{TXT. WINDm~} 
CR .. AVERAGE VALUE FOR BASELINE = .. BASE . \ PRINT OUT AVERAGE 

\ BASET.,INE 
CR ." RUN BASELINE AGAIN? (YIN) .. \ VALUE AND 
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\ DECIDE WHETHER 
"INPUT 1 "LEFT" Y" "= NOT \ OR NOT TO RUN 

\ IT AGAIN 
UNTIL 

, 
\ 
\ ENTER.PARAMETERS IS USED TO ENTER EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS 
\ 

ENTER. PARAMETERS 
NORMAL.DISPLAY 
SCREEN. CLEAR 
CR ." EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS .. 
CR ." DATA ACQUISITION RATE" #INPUT DUP DATA.RATE := PARAMETERS 

[ 1 ] : = 
CR ." LENGTH OF EXPERIMENT (MIN) .. 4tINPUT DUP MINUTES := 

PARAMETERS [ 2 ] := 
CR ." TIME BETWEEN INJECTIONS (SEC) " #INPUT DUP INJ.RATE := 

PARAMETERS [ 
3 ] : = 

\ 

, 
\ 

MINUTES 60. * SECONDS := 
1. DATA.RATE I 1000. * S.PERIOD .
S.PERIOD TSK.PERIOD I TSK.l.MOD := 
INJ.RATE 1000. * TSK.PERIOD I DUP TSK.2.MOD := TSK.3.MOD := 
5000. TSK.PFRIOD I DUP TSK.l.PHASE := TSK.2.PHASE .-
2000. TSK.PERIOD I TSK.2.PHASE + TSK.3.PHASE := 
2048 MAX.#.POINTS := 
SECONDS INJ.RATE I #TIMES := 
#TIMES 25 > 
IF 
25 4tTIMES .

THEN 

\ CPEN.DATA.FILE IS USED TO CREATE AND OPEN FILE ON DISK 
\ 

OPEN.DATA.FILE 
{TXT. ~HNDOW} 
SCREEN. CLEAR 
FILE. TEMPLATE 

4 COMMENTS 
REAL DIM[ 3 ] SUBFILE 
INTEGER DIM[ MAX.#.POINTS 

END 
CR ." ENTER DATA FILE NAME " 
FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.CREATE 

\ SET UP DATA FILE TEMPLATE 

] SUBFILE 

"INPUT FILE.NAME ":= 
\ FILE IS CREATED AND OPENED 

\ NOW AND 



FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.OPEN \ \'lRITTEN TO LATER 

\ 
\ GET.DATA PERFORMS THE ACTUAL DATA ACQUISITION 
\ 

GET. DATA 
S.PERIOD SYNC.PERIOD 
1 COUNT := 
{TXT.WINDOW} 
CR ." GET READY TO RUN EXPERIMENT" 

\ SET SYNCRONIZATION PERIOD 

CR ." HIT ANY I<EY TO START DATA ACQUISITION " 
{PLOT. WINDOt'I} 
KEY DROP 
PUMP SET.BITS 
A/D.l 
TRIGGER. TASKS 
5000 MSEC.DELAY 
BEGIN 

SYNCHRONIZE 
RESPONSE MEAN FIX 
DATA.ARRAY [ COUNT 
COUNT 1 + COUNT := 

COUNT MAX.#.POINTS > 
UNTIL 
STOP.TASKS 
VALVE RESET.BITS 
PUMP RESET.BITS 
BELL 

. -

MAX.#.POINTS RAMP .1 * 
DATA.ARRAY SUB[ 1 , MAX.4F.POINTS 
XY.AUTO.PLOT 

{TXT.WINDOW} 
SCREEN. CLEAR 

\ TURN PUMP ON 
\ SPECIFY AID TEMPLATE 
\ START TRIGGERING TASKS 
\ WAIT 5 SECONDS 
\ START ACQUIRING DATA 

\ GET MEAN VALUE 
\ STORE IN DATA ARRAY 
\ INDEX IN DATA ARRAY 

\ INCREMENTED 
\ ALL POINTS TAKEN? 

\ STOP TASKING, 
\ TURN OFF VALVE 
\ AND PUMP 

\ PLOT ARRAY AND DECIDE 
\ WHETHER OR NOT 

CR ." STORE THIS DATA SET? (YIN) " \ 
"INPUT 1 "LEFT" N" "= NOT 

TO STORE THE DATA 

IF 
2 SUBFILE DATA.ARRAY SUB[ 1 , MAX.#.POINTS ] ARRAY>FILE 
1 SUBFILE PARAMETERS ARRAY>FILE \ IF YES, WRITE ARRAYS TO 

\ FILE 
5 1 DO \ AND FILL IN COMMENTS 

CR ." COMMENT 
"INPUT I >COMMENT 

LOOP 
FILE.CLOSE 

ELSE 
FILE.CLOSE 

" 

FILE.NAME DEFER> DELETE 
THEN 

\ AND CLOSE THE FILE 

\ INCREMENTED, IT REMAINS 
\ THE SAME 
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\ 

. , 
\ 

NORMAL.DISPLAY 

MAIN 
ENTER. PARAMETERS 
BASELINE 
SET.SCREEN 
INITIALIZE. TASKS 
OPEN.DATA.FILE 
GET.DATA 

\ LETS GO TO THE HOUSE AND HAVE A BEER 
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I<INDECON. DMO 

KINDECON.DMO is used to deconvolve the overlapping peaks of 

an FIA kinetics run. The program reads the data files from 

KINET.DMO, and determines the number of tanks, mean residence time 

per tank, scaling factor, peak height, and time of peak maximum for 

each peak, and prints out the results This data is also stored on 

disl< as an "adjusted" data file, indicted by a . ADJ extension. 
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185 
\ IUNDECON. DMO 
\ IUNDECON .DMO IS DESIGNED TO DECONVOLUTE KINETICS DATA 
\ 

CATSNOP 
\ 
DP.REAL 

DIM[ 2048 ] ARRAY FULL.OUTPUT 
DIM[ 2048 ] ARRAY FULL.PEAK 
DIM[ 25 ] ARRAY MRT 
DIM[ 25 ] ARRAY TANKS 
DIM[ 25 ] ARRAY SCALE 
DIM[ 25 ] ARRAY HEIGHT 
DIM[ 25 ] ARRAY MAX. TIME 
SCALAR ~IN.BASE 
SCALAR MAX.BASE 
SCALAR AVG.BASE 
SCALAR THRESHHOLD 
SCALAR INJ.INTERVAL 

INTEGER 

\ 

DH1[ 2048 ] ARRAY FULL. TEMP 
DIM[ 2048 ] ARRAY FULL.BACKUP 
SCALAR NDEX 
SCALAR #PEAKS 
SCALAR N 
SCALAR ~/:POINTS 

SCALAR BREAK.FLAG 
SCALAR AUTO.FLAG 
SCALAR KEEP.FITTING.FLAG 

SCALAR MAX.#.POINTS 

14 STRING DATA.FILE.NAME 
14 STRING ADJ.FILE.NAME 
\ 
\INITIALIZE ARRAYS, SCALARS, AND FLAGS 
\ 
o TANKS := 
o MRT := 
o SCALE := 
o HEIGHT := 
o MAX. TIME := 
o AUTO. FLAG := 
o BREAK.FLAG := 
1 KEEP.FITTING.FLAG .
\ 
\ TIME (X) AXIS 
\ 

TIME 
MAX.#.POINTS RAMP .1 * 

, 
\ 

\ DUMMY WORD 

\ ARRAY FOR RA\'J DATA 
\ ARRAY FOR FITTED PEAK 
\ ARRAY FOR MEAN RES. TIME 
\ ARRAY FOR TANKS 
\ ARRAY FOR SCALEING FACTOR 
\ ARRAY FOR PEAK HEIGHTS 
\ ARRAY FOR TIME OF PEAK MAX 
\ MIN BASELINE VALUE 
\ MAX BASELINE VALUE 
\ AVG BASELINE VALUE 
\ PEAK THRESHHOLD 
\ TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN INJ 

\ ARRAYS TO HOLD COPIES OF 
\ DATA ARRAYS 
\ POINTER FOR "OUTPUT" ARRAY 
\ NUMBER OF INJECTIONS 
\ COUNTER FOR PEAK NUMBER 
\ # OF POINTS TO FIT PEAK 
\ BREAK BETWEEN FITS 
\ FIT EACH PEAK AUTOMATICALY 
\ REFIT OR CONTINUE TO NEXT 
\ PEAK 
\ MAX # POINTS OF RAW DATA 

\ RAW KINETICS DATA FILE 
\ ADJUSTED KINETICS DATA FIL 



\ SUBARRAY OF FULL. OUTPUT, USED FOR RA\'J DATA 
\ 

OUTPUT 
FULL. OUTPUT SUB[ 1 , MAX.#.POINTS ] 

, 
\ 
\ SUBARRAY OF FULL. PEAI( FOR FITTED PEAK 
\ 

PEAK 
FULL.PEAK SUB[ 1 , MAX.#.POINTS ] 

, 
\ 
\ SUBARRAYS FO FULL. TEMP AND BACKUP 
\ 

TEMP 
FULL. TEMP SUB[ 1 , MAX.#.POINTS ] 

, 
\ 

BACKUP 
FULL.BACKUP SUB[ 1 , MAX.#.POINTS ] 

, 
\ 
\ COMPUTES FACTORIAL (!) OF A NUMBER 
\ 

FACTORIAL 
1. + LNGAMMA EXP 

\ 
\ REINITIALIZES ARRAYS, SCALARS:AND FLAGS 
\ 

, 

RESET 
o AVG.BASE := 
o N := 
o NDEX := 
o TANI(S : = 
o MRT := 
o SCALE := 
o HEIGHT := 
o MAX. TIME := 
o AUTO. FLAG := 
o BHEAK.FLAG := 
1 KEEP.FITTING.FLAG := 
TEMP OUTPUT .
STACK.CLEAR 
CR 

\ DETERMINES BASELINE AND PEAl< THHESIIHOLD 
\ 

BASE. LINE 
OUTPUT SUB[ 1 , 40 ] []MIN/MAX 
MAX.BASE := 
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, 
\ 

MIN.BASE := 
OUTPUT SUB[ 1 , 40 ] MEAN 
AVG.BASE := 
MAX.BASE MIN.BASE - 2. * AVG.BASE + THRESHHOLD := 

\ CREATES ADJUSTED DATA FILE AND COPIES PERTINENT INFO FROM RAW DATA 
\ FILE TO ADJUSTED DATA FILE 
\ 

\ 

STORE.DATA 
FILE. TEMPLATE 

4 COMMENTS 
REAL DIM[ #PEAKS ] SUBFILE 
5 TIMES 

END 
ADJ.FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE. CREATE 
DATA.FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.OPEN 

1 COMMENT> 
2 COMMENT> 
3 COMMENT> 
4 COMMENT> 

FILE. CLOSE 
ADJ.FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.OPEN 

4 >COMMENT 
3 >COMMENT 
2 >COMMENT 
1 >COMMENT 
1 SUBFILE TANKS SUB[ 1 , #PEAKS ] ARRAY>FILE 
2 SUBFILE MRT SUB[ 1 , #PEAKS ] ARRAY>FILE 
3 SUBFILE SCALE SUB[ 1 , #PEAKS ] ARRAY>FILE 
4 SUBFILE HEIGHT SUB[ 1 , #PEAKS ] ARRAY>FILE 
5 SUBFILE MAX. TIME SUB[ 1 , #PEAKS ] ARRAY>FILE 

FILE.CLOSE 
CR 

\ EXITS FROM PROGRAM IN THE EVENT OF A BAD FIT 
\ 

\ 

QUIT 
N 1FPEAKS :::: 
NORMAL.DISPLAY 
STORE. DATA 
ABORT 

\ SETS HOW MANY POINTS TO USE TO FIT A PEAK, AND ENETER STARTING 
\ VALUES FOR PEAK FITTING PARAMETERS 
\ OPTION T AUTO.FIT REMAINIG PEAKS. AUTO.FIT USES THE PARAMETERS 
\ OF THE PRECEEDING PEAK AS INITIAL VALUES 
\ 

PEAK. SIZE 
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\ 

AUTO.FLAG 1 <> 
IF 

TIME SUB[ 1 , 100 ] OUTPUT SUB[ 1 , 100 ] 
XY.AUTO.PLOT 
." ENTER NUMBER OF POINTS FOR PEAK :IF " N . 

. " (999 TO END FITTING) " :lFINPUT 4J:'POINTS := 
:lFPOINTS 999 = 

IF 
QUIT 

THEN 
NORMAL.DISPLAY 
CR "PEAK 1;" N 
CR "INITIAL GUESS - # TANKS" :lFINPUT TANKS [ N ] := 
CR "INITIAL GUESS - MEAN RESIDENCE TIME" #INPUT MRT [N := 
CR "INITIAL GUESS - SCALE" :lFINPUT SCALE [ N ] .-
CR "FIT REMAINING PEAI<S AUTOMATICALLY? (YIN) " "INPUT CR 
It yll "= 

IF 
1 AUTO. FLAG := 
a BREAK. FLAG := 

THEN 
ELSE 

TANKS [ N 1 - ] TANKS [ N ] := 
MRT [ N 1 - ] MRT [ N ] .
OUTPUT SUB[ 1 , #POINTS ] []MAX 
SCALE [ N ] : = 

THEN 

\ ROTATES DATA ARRAY LEFT TO POSTION PEAl< AT Y AXIS FOR FITTING 
\ 

ROTATE. OUTPUT 
1 N = 
IF 

a NDEX .
BEGIN 

NDEX 1 + NDEX := 
OUTPUT [ NDEX ] THRESHHOLD >= 

UNTIL 
OUTPUT NDEX 1 - NEG ROTATE OUTPUT := 

ELSE 
OUTPUT 1] THRESHHOLD >= 
IF 

OUTPUT [ 1 ] THRESHHOLD := 
THEN 
NDEX INJ.INTERVAL + NDEX := 
OUTPUT INJ.INTERVAL NEG ROTATE OUTPUT ,
BEGIN 

NDEX 1 - NDEX := 
OUTPUT 1 ROTATE OUTPUT ,
OUTPUT [ 1 ] THRESHHOLD < 
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\ 

UNTIL 
OUTPUT -1 ROTATE OUTPUT .
NDEX 1 + NDEX := 

THEN 
OUTPUT BACKUP := 

\ FITTING FUNCTION USED IN CURVE FITTING ROUTINE 
\ 

EVAL. TANI(S 
DUP 
NEG MRT [ N ] / EXP 
SWAP 
MRT [ N ] / TANKS [ N ] 1. - ** 
* 
TANKS [ N ] 1. - FACTORIAL 1. S\MP / 

* 
1. MRT [ N ] / 
* 
SCALE [ N ] * 
AVG.BASE + 

\ GENERATES A TANKS-IN-SERIES FUNCTION BASED ON DETERMINED FITTING 
\ PARAMETERS TO BE SUBTRACTED FROM OUTPUT FUNCTION 
\ 

MAKE. TANKS 
TIME NEG MRT [ N ] / EXP 
TIME MRT [ N ] / TANKS [ N ] 1. - ** 
* 
TANKS [ N ] 1. - FACTORIAL 1. S\MP / 

* 
1. MRT [ N ] / 

* 
SCALE [ N ] * 
AVG.BASE + 
PEAK := 

\ PERFORMS THE ACTUAL CURVE FIT 
\ 

FI'J. IT 
CURVE.FIT[ TIME SUB[ 1 • #POINTS ] . OUTPUT SUB[ 1 • #POINTS ] 

EVAL.TANKS ; 
TANKS [ N ] . MRT [ N ] . SCALE [ N ] ] 

ONERR: 
?ERROR~t 155 
IF 

." ERROR 155 - INVALID 8087 OPERATION" 
STACK. CLEAR 
MYSELF 

ELSE 
?ERROR-1t ERROR 
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THEN 

\ SUBTRACTS SYNTHETIC PEAK CALCULATED FROM THE FITTING PARAMETERS 
\ FROM THE OUTPUT FUNCTION 
\ 

SUBTRACT. PEAI( 
OUTPUT PEAK - OUTPUT :== 

OUTPUT AVG.BASE + OUTPUT :== 

\ OUTPUTS HEADING TO SCREEN AND PRINTER WHEN OUT>PRINTER FUNCTION 
\ IS ACTIVATED 
\ 

HEADING 
12 EMIT 
." DATA FILE NAME - " DATA.FILE.NAME "TYPE 
CR 

\ TYPES RESULTS TO SCREEN AND PRINTER WHEN OUT>PRINTER FUNCTION IS 
\ ACTIVATED 
\ 

TYPE.RESULTS 
CR "PEAK #" N . 
CR "TANKS "TANKS [ N ] . 
CR "MRT = " MRT [ N ] . 
CR "SCALE == " SCALE [ N ] . 
CR "PEAK HEIGHT = " HEIGHT [ N ] 
CR "PEAK TIME == " MAX. TIME [ N ] 
CR 
MAX.TIME [ N ] 4tPEAKS INJ.INTERVAL 10. / * > 
IF 
QUIT 

THEN 

\ ACTIVATES PRINTER AS OUTPUT DEVICE 
\ 

PRINT. RESULTS 
OUT>PRINTER 
HEADING 
#PEAKS 0 DO 

I 1 + N :== 

CR "PEAK tt" N . 
CR "TANKS == " TANKS [ N ] . 
CR "MRT == " MRT [ N ] . 
CR "SCALE == " SCALE [ N ] . 
CR "PEAK HEIGHT "HEIGHT [ N ] 
CR "PEAK TIME == " MAX. TIME [ N ] 
CR 

LOOP 
CONSOLE 
CR 
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\ 
\ DETERMINES PEAK HEIGHT AND TIME OF PEAK MAXIMUM 
\ 

\ 

PEAK. HEIGHT/TIME 
PEAK []MAX HEIGHT [ N ] := 
#POINTS 1 + 1 DO 

PEAK [ I ] HEIGHT [ N ] = 

IF 
I FLOAT NDEX FLOAT + 10. / MAX. TIME [ N ] := 
LEAVE 

THEN 
LOOP 

\ GETS DATA FROM RAW DATA FILE 
\ 

, 
\ 

GET.DATA 
DATA.FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE.OPEN 
2 SUBFILE OUTPUT FILE>ARRAY 
FILE. CLOSE 

\ MAIN ROUTINE 
\ 

FIT 
STACK. CLEAR 
CR "NAME OF DATA FILE" "INPUT DATA.FILE.NAME ":= 
CR "NAME OF ADJUSTED DATA FILE" "INPUT ADJ.FILE.NAME ":= 
CR "NUMBER OF PEAKS " #INPUT 4tPEAKS : = 

CR "TIME BETWEEN INJECTIONS" #INPUT 10. * INJ.INTERVAL := 
CR "MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS" #INPUT MAX.#.POINTS := 
1 BREAK. FLAG := 
GET.DATA 
BASE.LINE 
#PEAKS 0 DO 

I 1 + N := 
CR ." PEAK 4t " N . 
ROTATE.OUTPUT 
PEAK. SIZE 
CR ." PEAK 4t " N . 
FIT. IT 
MAleE. TANKS 
PEAK. HEIGHT/TIME 
SUBTRACT. PEAK 
TYPE.RESULTS 
BREAK. FLAG 1 = 

IF 
BELL 
BREAK 

THEN 
STACK. CLEAR 
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LOOP 
BELL BELL 

, 
\ 
\ IN EVENT OF AN ERROR, OR HAVING "QUIT" THE PROGHAM BECAUSE OF A 
\ BAD FIT, THIS FUNCTION ALLOWS RENTRY INTO THE FITTING PROCESS 
\ 

\ 

ImEP. FITTING 
CR "1) REFIT THIS PEAl< OR 
CR ." 2) GO TO NEXT PEAK" 

" 

CH ." ENTER NUMBER OF CHOICE" #INPUT KEEP.FITTING.FLAG .
BEGIN 

KEEP.FITTING.FLAG 2 
IF 

ROTATE. OUTPUT 
THEN 
PEAIC SIZE 
CR ." PEAI( # " N . 
FIT. IT 
MAKE. TANKS 
PEAK.HEIGHT/TIME 
SUBTRACT. PEAK 
TYPE.RESULTS 
BREAK. FLAG 1 = 
IF 

BREAK 
THEN 
STACK. CLEAR 
2 KEEP.FITTING.FLAG .
N 1 + N := 
N #PEAKS > 

UNTIL 
BELL BELL 

\ IN THE EVENT OF A BAD FIT, THIS FUNCTION RESTORES THE LAST CORRECT 
\ FORM OF THE OUTPUT FUNCTION AND QUITS TH PROGRAM, ALLOWING THE 
\ USER TO EITHER REFIT THE SAME PEAK, OR GO ON TH THE NEXT PEAK 
\ 

BAD.FIT 
BACKUP OUTPUT := 
ABORT 
CR 
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